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Abstract
Since the end of apartheid, there have been many difficulties in discerning South Africa’s
national identity. It has indeed become the result of an unclear rivalry between competing
interests, social allegiances, ideological positions and international considerations. In
parallel, there have been numerous tensions and contradictions within its foreign policy, and
particularly in regard to multilateralism. Most illustrative of this lays within the country’s
first two year temporary rotational seat within the UN Security Council in 2007-2008. The
country’s officials have then often defended positions or actions countering the narrative of
South Africa being a “moral actor”. South Africa has defended “rogue powers” and has
refused to support UN resolutions imposing sanctions on Iran, Myanmar, Sudan and
Zimbabwe. It has also persistently promoted negotiations with Tehran concerning its nuclear
program, and the violation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. These postures have
been considered by many as a betrayal of the country’s own democratic transition and of the
international support that facilitated it. Opting for a constructivist lens and using Critical
Discourse Analysis as a methodology, this inquiry has uncovered the ways in which South
Africa’s multilateral practices can be better apprehended with a focus on the effects of
identity transformations related to the post-apartheid democratic transition. What has been
uncovered it that South Africa’s unsettled national identity provides a non-absolute but
nonetheless highly substantive answer to its controversial multilateral practices. This has
permitted to contribute and offer new leads to the growing place that ‘identity’ has taken in
contemporary social sciences.
Key words: South Africa; Identity; post-apartheid; Multilateralism; United Nations Security
Council; Global governance; Sovereignty.
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Introduction
a. Contextualization and problem statement
In January 2007, South Africa became a non-permanent member of the United Nations
Security Council for the first time. It was then elected as one of the 10 non-permanent
members of the 15-member United Nations Security Council by the 193-member UN
General Assembly to a two-year term1. This term lasted from the 1st of January 2007 until
the 31st of December 2008 and was endorsed by the African Union. Moreover, it was a
testimony of the way in which the country had evolved since the end of apartheid, as it had a
new standing in the international community. Less than two decades earlier, South Africa
was still subject to Security Council sanctions, as it embodied a conflict-afflicted society.
Although the country had been a founding member of the United Nations in 1945, it was
excluded from the UN General Assembly in 1974 because of the racist policy of apartheid,
resulting in diplomatic isolation2. The election as a Security Council member can thus be
regarded as an indirect result of the establishment of a democratic government in May 1994.
The country was readmitted within the UN during that same year under the presidency of
Nelson Mandela3. South Africa was argued to have superior moral leadership on the African
continent and in the global multilateral fora, although its leadership credentials were not
considered to be as entrenched as those of the two other African non-permanent members of
the Council, Egypt and Algeria. Moreover, the end of the Cold War can be argued to have
released the world from an “ideological apartheid” 4 , unleashing a certain pressure to
transform global governance structures, thus also applying to the issue of a Security Council
reform. This applies to the Global South and particularly to South Africa for which the
structure of global governance is at the basis of a diplomatic “liberation struggle”5. This is
illustrative of a need for a more secure, democratic and rule based international order6.

1

Policy Advisory Group Seminar Report : “South Africa, Africa, and the United Nations Security Council”.,
13-14 december 2011, Erinvale Estate, Western Cape, South Africa.
2
Department of foreign Affairs, Republic of South Africa, multilateral Branch: “South Africa in the United
Nations Security Council (2007-2008)”, February 2009.
3
Ibidem.
4
Spies Y. K.: “The multilateral maze and (South) Africa’s quest for permanent United Nations security council
representation”, Department of Political Science, University of Pretoria, May 2008.
5
Ibidem.
6
Strydom, H.: “The context and determinants of South Africa’s new role in the United Nations”, Strategic
Review for Southern Africa, vol. XXIX, no.1, May 2007, p.1.
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During this mandate, the country sought to make an emphasis on multilateral diplomacy that
it had defended since the end of apartheid. One of its main goals has been to reassert a rulebased multilateral system, which would constitute the pillar of global governance 7. In the
context of the end of the Cold War, combined with the emergence of a “post-11 September
2001 era”, South Africa became gradually concerned about the unilateral trend on the part of
major powers. These had no reluctance at imposing sanctions at the expense of the
sovereignty of weaker States. Consequently, stronger states reproduced colonial-like
situations justified by doctrines such as “the responsibility to protect” or “humanitarian
interventions”. The perception among South African officials was therefore to consolidate
an African peace and security agenda within the Security Council, combined with a synergy
between the UN body and regional organizations 8 . Furthermore, the commitment to
multilateralism under the banner of “transformation of global governance” has been best
embodied by the stand taken by African countries in the 2005 so-called “Ezulwini
consensus”9. This position on both international relations and reform of the UNSC called for
a more egalitarian representation within the Security Council 10. As such, it called for its
expansion from 15 to 26 members, with two permanent seats with veto power for Africa,
and three rotating nonpermanent seats11. Most importantly, the idea was for a member to be
able to calculate how to respond to the seemingly disproportionate power of the Permanent
five (P5). South Africa saw itself concerned about France’s, Russia’s, China’s, the UK’s and
the US’s ability to use their power to push through issues of self-interest, arrogating
themselves the right to define threats to international peace and subsequent responses 12. This
seemingly exaggerated power of the P5 has been further emphasized as some of them
insisted on a veto and opposition to the “Ezulwini Consensus”, ending any chances of
UNSC reform in 2005. Quite often, African interests have been marginalized13. Nonetheless,
South Africa’s diplomats were entirely aware of the moral weight the country carried
internationally, intending to have an impact on global governance. As a senior Department
7

Kagwanja Peter : “Cry Sovereignty : South Africa and the UN Security Council in a hegemonic world, 20072008”, International Journal of African Renaissance Studies, vol.3 (1), pp. 35-58.
8
Ibidem.
9
Landberg, Chris.: “Multilateralism and the UN in South Africa’s foregin policy”, Brazilian Journal of
Strategy & International Relations, vol. 4, n.8, jul/dec. 2015, p.43-57.
10
Ibidem.
11
Centre for Conflict Resolution (CCR), A More Secure Continent, African Perspectives on the UN HighLevel Panel Report, “A More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility”, policy report, Cape Town, 23 and 24
April 2005 (available at www.ccr.org.za)
12
Ibid. p.52
13
Roshdy, A.: “When Will is Not Enough: Why the Current Attempts at Reforming the Security Council have
Failed”, in Garth Le Pere and Nhamo Samasuwo (eds.), The UN at 60: A New Spin on an Old Hub (Midrand:
Institute for Global Dialogue, 2006), pp. 53-59
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of Foreign Affairs official stated on the 3rd of August 2007: “The UN should not change us.
We should change the UN.”14.
In concordance with this quest for Security Council reform, South Africa’s at the time prime
minister Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma often reiterated that “multilateralism is the most effective
and efficient system for addressing global problems”15. Multilateralism has been presented
as a platform and space for developing countries to have a voice and agency16. This has been
a central strategy for South Africa since the democratic transition, as it has pursued
multilateral solutions to vexing international issues and has embraced compromise positions
in international disputes. It is a fact that all post-apartheid governments have supported
multilateral diplomacy as a modus operandi and as a strategy behind diplomatic efforts.
However, multilateralism in the new millennium has been distinguished by more complex
agendas of negotiations and conferences, with the increasing involvement of NGOs, experts
and citizens and with larger numbers of issues 17 . These changes have led multilateral
diplomacy to adapt to the complex conditions of a post-Cold War environment, nonetheless
at a very slow pace18. Moreover, South Africa has long had the profound belief that the
United Nations and its Charter should best be set as the centre of world governance. The
main reason being that since 1994 the country has been pursuing a strategy of a rule-based
and transparent international political and economic order. Multilateralism was considered a
means to an end, an important instrument to solve global problems. South Africa adhered to
multilateralism both in the normative and instrumental senses of the word 19 . In the
normative sense, multilateralism holds an important counter-hegemonic element, as it delegitimises any hegemonic discourse20. It is herein that lays one of the first contradictions
regarding South Africa’s stances within the UNSC. As such, post-apartheid South Africa has
shown considerable hegemonic tendencies, not necessarily admitting it. This has been
emphasized by a vigorous quest for comparative advantage in international trade21.

14

Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA), Round-Table discussion on the review of South Africa’s current
tenure in the United Nations Security Council, Pretoria, 3 rd of August 2007.
15
Statement by D. Zuma on South Africa’s election to the United Nations Security Council , Republic of South
Africa, Department of Foreign Affairs, Press release issued on 16 October 2006.
16
Landsberg,: op cit;, p.44.
17
Ibidem.
18
Petrovski, V.: “Diplomacy as an instrument of Good Governance”, Ed by J. Kurbalija,1998.
19
Spies Y. K.: op cit: “The multilateral maze..”, p.112.
20
Ibid: p.112.
21
Taylor,: “When Rhetoric isn’t Enough: Contradictions in South African Foreign Policy and NEPAD”, in
Carlsnaes, W and P Nel (eds), pp. 170-171.
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Moreover, many contradictory tendencies arose during South Africa’s first two year
temporary rotational seat within the Security Council of the United Nations. The country has
indeed been characterized as being a “moral actor”, but has defended positions and actions
related to human rights in international affairs that have led to consternation and confusion22.
Resulting from this was an approach to multilateralism that however engaged and active led
to sharp controversy domestically and on the international scene23. South Africa wished to
uphold the sanctity of the United Nations Charter, defending the importance of observing its
rules. The country implemented many UNSC resolutions on several issues, including
combating terrorism and the implementation of peace-support operations. An emphasis was
especially made to advance the Universal Declaration of Human rights. In this perspective,
one may ad that there were two other main strategies towards the UN. First, moving away
from a Western perspective emphasizing “peace and security” in order to elevate issues of
poverty and development. Second, challenging the dominance of the West in international
relations in order to address the problem of representation and fairness for the developing
South24. In a multilateral effort, South Africa also highly encouraged UN members to adopt
the “responsibility to protect” concept (R2P) 25 . Already since 2000, South Africa had
encouraged the African Union (AU) to permit interference in African States to tackle
problems of violations of human rights, genocide, international instability, and changes of
government that were unconstitutional26. However, during the 2007-2008 seat in the UNSC,
four main controversial decisions principally alienated the domestic and international human
rights lobby27. South Africa worked along with Russia and China in order to prevent the
adoption of a number of UNSC resolutions. These were resolutions condemning and
imposing sanctions both on the Mugabe regime in Zimbabwe and on the military leadership
in Myanmar, resolutions condemning States that used rape as a military and political
weapon, and resolutions imposing sanctions on Iran for violations of the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NNPT)28. Consequently, the human rights community made allegations
accusing South Africa of betraying its own legacy of human rights struggle by going against

22

Black David R. & Hornsby David J.: “South Africa’s bilateral relationships in the evolving foreign policy of
an emerging middle power”, Commonwealth & Comparative Politics, 2016, Vol.54, No.2, p.151-160.
23
Ibid. p.156.
24
Landsberg, op cit., p.46.
25
Mwanasali M.: “Africa’s Responsibility to Protect.”, in A Dialogue on the Deaf, Essays on Africa and the
United Nations, edited by Adekeye Adebajo and Helen Scanlon. Fanele: Jacana Media.
26
Akokpari J. & Zimbler D.S.: “Africa’s Human Rights Architecture”, Jacana eds., 2008.
27
Habib H.: “South Africa’s foreign policy: hegemonic aspirations, neoliberal orientations and global
transformation”, South African Journal of International Affairs”, Vol.16, No.2, August 2009, p.143-159.
28
Ibid. p.153.
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the traditions that permitted it to become free29. As a fact, these multilateral decisions were
ostensibly contradicting the image that arose from the direct post-apartheid transition around
1993 and 1994. Starting from there, South Africa had been an example of peaceful and
negotiated transition from a discriminatory and bitter civil conflict30.

South Africa mainly motivated these decisions by accusing European countries and the
United States of two controversial facts. On the one hand, the one of violating existing rules
of the UN system by tabling issues in structures that were note appropriate. On the other
hand, of selectively targeting countries they were hostile to 31. Post-apartheid South Africa
has however always faced tensions that were contradictory in developing a role that would
be activist in foreign policy.

This role was as such premised upon a belief in the

compatibility of solidarity politics, human rights, and the country’s own development
needs32. An ambiguity can be especially highlighted as Thabo Mbeki, successor of Nelson
Mandela, sought to reinvigorate his predecessor’s conduct of international affairs. That was
the one of constantly making reference to the country’s democratic transition and moral
stature that had come with measures such as the dismantling of its nuclear program. In this
same line of conduct, an emphasis had been made on the “human rights guideline”, with an
incorporation of the anti-apartheid struggle in to the conduct of foreign policy33. A tension
has also been persisting between a pursuit of foreign policy through equitable
multilateralism and a persistent notion of South Africa being a de facto leader of the African
continent34. It is indeed a fact that South Africa has been acting and regarding itself as the
“spokesperson” for Africa, not only within the UN and other international organizations.
Consequently, South Africa’s first seat at the United Nations Security Council can be
apprehended in regard of several ambiguous tendencies, as the country embodied
contradictory principles. On the one hand between a “moral identity” and premises made on
South-South solidarity; on the other hand between a “Western identity” orientation and the
bridge position taken between centre and periphery. As such, a major tension persisted

29

Ibidem.
Black David R. & Hornsby David J, op cit., p.152.
31
Habib, op cit., p.153.
32
Alden, C. & Le Pere, G.: “South Africa's post-apartheid foreign policy: from reconciliation to ambiguity?”,
Review of African Political Economy, 2004, Vol. 31, n100, p.283-297.
33
Ibid. p.284
34
Ibid, p.283
30
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between an appeasement strategy and an anti-imperialist posture, sometimes leading the
country to defend “rogue powers”35.

Quite paradoxically, South Africa encouraged accusations of inconsistency, incoherence and
opaqueness in policy formulation in a globalized world subject to a multiplicity of actors36.
At the same time, its commitment to multilateralism embodied several tensions and
contradictory principles. However, the academic literature seems remarkably quiet about
what lies behind the country’s commitment to multilateralism and related implications. As
such, “hardly any debate occurs about the broader framework in which the government’s
obvious commitment to multilateral diplomacy can be understood and evaluated”37. Quite
generally, scholars working on issues related to South African policy tend to agree that too
little attention has been paid to the normative principles that underlie the county’s
interactions with the international community38. In this sense, it is appropriate to understand
a “rationale”, or what Van der Westhuizen et al. describe as a “reasoned exposition or a
listing of the reasons why something was done or preferred, and can also refer to the
desirability or the appropriateness of an action” 39 . As such, this concept gives the
opportunity to introduce a normative or critical element, as it enables to ask about the
reasons that would explain South Africa’s ambiguous form of multilateralism, as well as to
evaluate them and their conceptual underpinnings40. Furthermore, it is defended that South
Africa’s contemporary foreign policy cannot be understood without a focus on its postapartheid political transition41. Multilateralism can be considered as a “tenet” understood as
“the ideas or opinions that governments hold as true and are supposed to guide their actual
conduct”42. These would be informing South African foreign policy since the appearance of
a non-racial democracy in 1994.

35

Habib, op cit., p.146-148.
Muller, M.: “The Institutional Dimension: The Department of Foreign Affairs and Overseas Missions”, in W
Carlsnaes & M Muller (eds), Change and South Africa’s External Relation, Johannesburg: International
Thomson publishing, 1997, p.69.
37
Van der Westhuizen J., Nel P., Taylor I. : “Multilateralism in South Africa’s Foreign Policy: The Search for
a Critical Rationale”, Global Governance, 6 (2000), p.43.
38
Jordaan, Eduard : « South Africa, Multilateralism and the Global Politics of Development », European
Journal of Development Research, 24, 2012, p.285.
39
Ibid. p.43
40
Ibid. p.43
41
Habib, op cit., p.143,144.
42
Geldenhuys: “Political Culture in South African Foreign Policy”, International Journal of Humanities and
Social Science, Vol. 2, No. 18, October 2012, p. 31.
36
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b. Main hypothesis
Departing from the assumption that understanding post-apartheid South Africa’s foreign
policy decisions can only be possible by looking at the democratic transition that occurred in
the 1990’s, one can hypothesize that the main “rationale” is linked to an identity shift, to the
emergence of an “emerging South African national identity” 43 , as of a renewed foreign
policy identity. The use of constructivist identity theory and Critical Discourse Analysis as
methodology would enable the establishment of agency regarding South Africa’s nearly
schizophrenic multilateralism within the UN Security Council. In this sense, one would
suppose that these inconsistencies are reflective of two realities. On the first hand, the one of
competing perceptions of national identity (understood as nation-state identity). On the other
hand, the one of the conscious pursuit of an African identity freed from apartheid, yet still
haunted by numerous variant forms of repression, violence and human rights abuses44.

The post-apartheid democratic transition has indeed reopened a debate about identity, as this
process has embodied the abolition of one of the most grievous institutionalized systems of
human rights abuses in the second half of the 21st century45. The resulting “human rights
approach” advanced by Nelson Mandela has seemingly been gradually buried by the “panAfricanist approach” of his successors Thabo Mbeki and Jacob Zuma. South Africa’s
ambiguous foreign policy may be the inevitable result of the search for a new national
identity, of what can be called “an identity crisis in its external role” 46. Controversies over
the countries state identity indeed appear to have created tensions in its role on the
international scene47. In this sense, it is arguable that identities can be institutionalized in
states, and are the result of changes both in the domestic and international context.
Moreover, the discourse of identity can be argued to shape domestic interests into a
“national interest” 48 . Overall, the direct post-apartheid period has seen a shift from a
“apartheid era isolation” to globalization. This kind of social and political change compels
43

Williams, R.: “The South African national identity and its key postulates”, Monograph No 50, Franco-South
African Dialogue, Institute for Security Studies, Pretoria, 2000.
44
Mahant Edelgard : « South Africa’s foreign policy : National Interest versus National Identity », University
of Botswana, Centre for Continuing Edfucation, 21 st March 2012.
45
Ibidem.
46
Bischoff, P.: “External and domestic sources of foreign policy ambiguity: South African foreign policy and
the projection of pluralist middle power”, Politikon, 30, no.2, p. 183-201.
47
Klotz, A.: « State Identity in South African Foreign Policy », South African Foreign and Security Policies in
the Post-Apartheid Era, ed. Walter Carlsnaes, Deon Geldenhuys and Philip Nel (Ashgate, forthcoming), 2004.
48
Bukovansky, Mlada.: « Amercian Identity and Neutral Rights from Independence to the war of 1812”,
International Organization 51 (2), Spring 1997, pp. 209-43.
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individuals to revaluate their alliances with particular groups, as identity is a communal
concept. Hence, since 1994, South Africans have overlooked changes that have had drastic
consequences for identity structures49. Moreover, the interface between subnational groups
(mostly ethnic and racial), nation-state identification and supranational power blocs has led
the country to be troubled between contending and multiple social identities. The interaction
between these different identity levels has been all the more complicated by the changes
associated to globalization50. It is in this sense arguable that understanding the unsettlement
of South African “nation-state identity” requires sensitivity to social context51. Moreover, a
strand of constructivist theorizing considers identity as a role which emerges out of strategic
interactions. In this sense, a consistent identity should foster consistent foreign policy
choices, and vice versa. On the opposite, if identity is in flux or ambiguous, foreign policy
decisions and stances will be contested52.

It is in this sense that the tensions found within South African multilateralism in the UNSC
can be expected to have been caused by multiple and sometimes contradicting identities. The
inability for South Africa to define its overall national identity and interests has led it to
argue internally about is priorities and vision53. From an exogenous perspective, this identity
unsettlement has also led its foreign policy identity to be disputed by numerous scholars and
by the larger international community. As the country has rediscovered the premises of
democracy, the aim will be to demonstrate that its multilateral inconsistencies within the
Security Council between 2007 and 2008 are related to numerous and heterogeneous identity
struggles that have resulted in a blurry national identity. Hence, the main hypothesis goes as
follows: “The unsettled identity transformations resulting from the post-apartheid
democratic transition would embody the “rationale” of South Africa’s ambiguous and
inconsistent form of multilateralism within the UNSC between 2007 and 2008”.

c. Structure of the Thesis
In order to assess whether South Africa’s multilateral ambiguities within the UNSC between
2007 and 2008 are related to an unsettled national identity, the following thesis will be
49

Bekker, S.: “Introduction: Recent development in identity studies.” In S. Bekker & R. Prinsloo (Eds.),
Identity, Theory, politics, history, Pretoria, South Africa: Human Sciences Research Council, 1999.
50
Bauman, Z.: “Globalization: The human consequences.” Cambridge, UK: Polity, 1998.
51
Klotz, Audie, op cit., p.3.
52
Ibidem.
53
Borer, T.A., and Mills,K.: “Explaining Post-Apartheid South African Human Rights Foreign Policy:
Unsettled Identity and Conflicting Interests.” Journal of Human Rights, 10 (1). pp. 76-98. ISSN 1475-4835.
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structured in four main parts. First, dealing with the rationalist-constructivist debate will
enable to set constructivism as the main theoretical framework and to set Critical Discourse
Analysis as the main methodology. This will also justify a thorough conceptual and
historical inquiry. Second, deepening into the conceptual understandings of ‘identity’ will
enable to better grasp the identity struggles that are preponderant in defining post-apartheid
South Africa’s national identity. Third, exploring the country’s multilateral ambiguities
within the UNSC in regard to its foreign policy commitments will permit to have a better
understanding of the resulting contradictions and confusion. Finally, recurring to Critical
Discourse Analysis will enable to set a causal and interdependent relationship between
South Africa’s unsettled national identity and its multilateral practices.

I) Theoretical Approach and Methodology
a. Introduction
International relations theory can help explain the South African case within the U.N.
Howsoever, going through an extensive list of theoretical currents does not appear relevant
for this study. As such, understanding South Africa’s controversial and often contradictory
foreign policy regarding multilateralism on the basis of identity unsettlement is related to a
question of expected foreign policy behavior. This question has most recently been framed
by the “rationalist-constructivist metatheoretical debate”54.

One the one hand, the so-called rationalists defend that states interests are fixed. In this
sense, they pursue these interests in a rational manner, in order to maximize their
achievement. There is however a debate among different strands of rationalists, who have
different conceptions of the anarchical nature of the international system towards the
possibility of cooperation. While some exclude cooperation as a possibility55, others believe
it may be the most rational path to achieving national interest. For the latest, institutions
themselves however have a very limited effect on changing state behavior 56 . Both these
strands nonetheless agree on the fact that states have alike and predetermined interests,

54

Borer, T.A., and Mills,K., op cit., p.4.
Waltz, Kenneth : « Theory of International Politics », London, Mc Graw Hill, 1979.
56
Glaser, Charles: “Realists and Optimists: Cooperation and Self-help”, in International Security, 19 (3), 1994,
p.50-90.
55
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leading them to act within the frame of the “logic of consequences” 57 . In this sense,
consequences of states actions prevail over any coherence with international norms58.
On the other hand, constructivists rather defend that state preferences are not fixed and alike,
but are related to a state’s identity. This identity may change as well resulting from
socialization in the international realm as from domestic changes 59. As such, states will be
expected to pursue their national interest, which is interpreted differently among them. Each
state’s interest is different and may change over time, mainly depending upon changes in the
perceived identities. Consequently, states are not acting according to a “logic of
consequences”, but rather within a “logic of appropriateness”, acting in a way that is
determined by expectations 60 . These expectations may as well be the ones of the
international community as the one of the state’s own perceptions of its identity.

In the case of South African multilateralism, both theoretical frameworks seem to lack of an
adequate explanation about how the country acts internationally. However, portraying them
in absolute conflict the one with the other is not always entirely adequate61. Both rationalist
and constructivist explanations can interact in a same situation. Consequently can appear
what Mills has called a “concurrent” logic ordering62. It is the result of the interactions of
both appropriateness and consequences logics in the determination of state action in peculiar
circumstances. In this sense, both defined state interests and external expectations seem to
have an impact on states actions. However, in the case of unsettled state interests, on may
introduce what Risse has portrayed as the “logic of arguing” 63 . Within this theoretical
framework, the goal for states and other actors is to find a reasoned consensus, as their
preferences, interests and perceptions of situations are subject to discursive challenges rather
than fixed. Therefore, actors of the international system are ready to change their interests
and perceptions of the world in the light of the better argument64. This is relevant to the
South African case as there appears to be a conflict between norms. According to the “logic
57

Finnermore, Martha: “National Interests in International Society”, Cornell University Press, 1996, p.28.
Keohane, R. : “Neorealism and its Critics”, New York: Columbia University Press, 1986.
59
Risse, Thomas : “Constructivism and International Institutions: Toward Conversations Across Paradigms”,
in Political Science: The State of The Discipline, Ira Katznelson and Helen V. Milner (eds.), New York, 2000,
597-623.
60
Finnermore, Martha, opc cit., p.29.
61
Mills & Lott: “From Rome to Darfur: Norms and Interests in U.S. Policy towards the International Criminal
Court”, in Journal of Human Rights, 6 (4), 2007, p. 497-521.
62
Ibidem.
63
Risse, Thomas.; “Let’s Argue!”, Communicative Action in World Politics, in International Organization, 54
(1), p.1-39.
64
Ibidem.
58
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of arguing”, this would lead the country to feel this conflict between norms and to move
between them in unpredictable ways. In this sense, the evolving conflicting nature of norms
complicate the relationship between states, as they are at they constitute their decisionmaking environment65.
Therefore, South Africa’s behavior within the UN seems to be guided by internal and
external expectations of what it should do. Moreover, these expectations seem to be
conflicting among themselves, hence leading the country to a confusing, apparently
paradoxical and schizophrenic form of multilateralism 66 . Howsoever, a line of conduct
determined by traditional state interests is not to be excluded, as it could be a partial
explanatory factor. It is nonetheless clear that the country’s international conduct has been at
odds both with its domestic international development and the international milieu in which
it took place. The “rationalist-constructivist metatheoretical debate” is to be deepened.
Hence, by deepening the research into some of the traditional theories of international
relations, one can demonstrate that although both models have a degree of relevance,
constructivism is the most relevant methodological framework to explain South Africa’s
multilateral inconsistencies.

b. Identity and Foreign Policy: The theoretical debate
Realism
To begin with, a focus can be made on Realism. Following the path put forward by Edelgard
Mahant, three strands will be taken into account. These are Classical Realism, Structural
Realism, and Neo-Classical Realism67. Classical Realism can be considered to the extent
that one can question South African multilateral diplomacy as a pursuit of power aiming at
an enhancement of the country’s capability and economic development. Structural Realism
can then be considered as one may question the state’s multilateralism as a tool aiming for
regional hegemony. Finally, Neo-Classical Realism can be considered to the extent that
South Africa may have used multilateralism as a lever for economic gain and security.
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Nonetheless, all of these realist strands are founded on materialist principles and on the
assumption of a high degree of rationality concerning decision makers68.
First, Classical or Offensive Realism is best embodied by Hans Morgenthau69. According to
him, there is a will from States to increase their national capability. As such, these are
“interests defined in terms of power”, with an emphasis made on military capabilities.
However, Morgenthau stressed the importance of tangible and intangible factors as other
capabilities, including as well the quality of a government as a “national morale” 70 .
Moreover, one can simplify the potential ambiguity of the concept of “national interest” by
defining it as being limited to “material, economic and security interests” 71 . Classical
Realism would analyze states as unitary and rational actors, seeking a maximization of their
expected utility72. In the case of South Africa, it can be defended that multilateral positions
and decisions towards Zimbabwe and Sudan were evidenced by attempts to expand trade
with both countries. In this sense, the foreign policy goals pursued were in some ways
driven by security and economic interests. Moreover, the policy of “quiet diplomacy” as a
response to the Zimbabwean crisis can be considered as a preventive measure against the
harmful downturn that would have negative effects on South African economy 73 . A
supplementary security challenge still is today the influx of refugees fleeing from
Zimbabwe. Hence, quiet diplomacy towards Zimbabwe makes sense from a classical realist
perspective. However, this may only be in the short term, as South Africa’s “African
solidarity” predicates its “constructive engagement” towards Sudan and Zimbabwe74.
Second, Defensive or Structural Realism considers the state’s relative position within the
international system as the most likely factor to shape its foreign policy. In this sense, a
greater emphasis is made on systemic factors than others such as domestic politics 75 .
Although some realists stress the importance of a state’s position in the international system
towards the development of a balance of power, one caution must be pointed out. Indeed,
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not all governments possess identical raw capabilities in relation to that of other states, and
not all governments have the same degree of willingness to mobilize their raw capabilities
for foreign policy purposes76. In the case of South African foreign policy, this last precision
has great relevance. Indeed, the post-apartheid period highlighted the need to face serious
social and reconstruction problems. Therefore, the “rationale” of South Africa’s decisions in
the UNSC can as well be explained in structural realist terms. The debate about its foreign
policy identity does not impede it to have acted according to its international position. May
it be considered an “emerging middle power” or a “regional hegemon”, South Africa could
have voted on grounds that were rather political than ethical77. By considering what can be
called a post-bipolarity or ‘polypolar’ world and multilateral system, structural realism has a
certain degree of relevance78.

Finally, Neo-Classical Realism embodies some kind of in between classical realism and
constructivism79. According to this current, the influence of structural factors is not always
obvious to political actors80. Consequently, there is a need for demonstration when it comes
to evaluate the extent to which central decision-making authorities of states aim at acquiring
power or acting within the international system. As such, the international system is
considered by neo-classical realists to play an important role in the shaping of countries
foreign policy. However, other factors such as domestic politics are also considered to be
taken into account81. In the case of South Africa, this paradigm may be of significance in
regard to its foreign policy as the country has not been wholly informed by Realpolitik. As
such, a certain fading of humanitarian oriented and rather idealistic impulse of the postapartheid Mandela years has not prevented the search for a new identity82.
Nonetheless, rationalist accounts generally do not consider possible for states to drastically
change their understandings of their interests, or most importantly of themselves. As such,
realism may have been at the very least tempered by a search for a new identity of South
Africa. Its foreign policy would in this sense have been based on an amalgam of domestic
76
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identities that would have combined to form a national identity83. Moreover, its interactions
in the international system would be argued to have also shaped this national identity, as the
world of international relations can be considered as intersubjective, a result of human action
and cognition84. An entirely materialist model and conception of power does not seem fully
adequate, as it must be deconstructed in the light of these assumptions.
Constructivism
Constructivism is to be taken into account as it has most certainly established itself as the
main contender of mainstream approaches to the discipline of International Relations in
recent years. This current goes beyond material definitions of power in international politics
as a crucial aspect of power is considered to be the imposition of meanings on the material
world 85 . As for realism, different strands of constructivism exist. Howsoever, two main
assumptions are here to be highlighted. First of all, one may consider that South African
multilateralism within the UN has been the reflection of post-apartheid foreign-policy
makers will to express an African identity. Most importantly, one may consider that
multilateral inconsistencies were based on an amalgam of domestic identities that have
combined to form a national identity. Hence, constructivism can be looked upon in two
ways: as being identity based and as being based on national political culture86.

To begin with constructive identity theory stresses the importance of identity in relation to
foreign policy. In this sense, identities and foreign policy are considered to be mutually
constitutive or destructive 87 . As such, identity constructions forge the very basis of the
paradigms and principles that underpin a foreign policy framework. The application and/or
operationalization of these to concrete situations allow the reconstitution of state identities.
According to Alexander Wendt, this structural theory of international politics considers the
key structures in the state system to be inter-subjective rather than material. Hence, state
identities and interests are largely determined by these structures, without however denying
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the role of domestic politics and human nature 88 . In this sense constructivism does not
consider state identities and interests as being constant, promoting a sociological approach
of state theorizing over an economic one89. Moreover, the adoption of common norms is for
Wendt linked to the creation of a common identity90. South Africa can thus be considered as
an anthropomorphic being, that seeks to achieve a sense of identity and belonging as
individuals do. It is in the same line of logic that the orientation of foreign policy decisions
influence identity, while it is in parallel being searched91. Change in international politics
thus mainly occurs because of agency when actors redefine their interests and identities,
rather than because of structure92. Howsoever, identity is a concept mainly defined as being
communal. Identities are not entirely individualistic or divorced from a social setting, as a
state cannot identify with itself alone, as it coexist with others within an international
community93. This context leads states and other actors to see themselves as reflections of
how they are considered by others. This can be introduced as the principle of “reflected
appraisals”94.

Furthermore, another branch of constructivism is one based on national political culture. In
this mindset, a state’s identity is constructed by its own domestic political culture 95. An
important contributor to the question of political culture in South African foreign policy has
been Deon Geldenhuys96. He defines political culture as “a pattern of shared values, moral
norms, beliefs, expectations, and attitudes that relate to politics and its social context”97. In
the case of South Africa, it can be defended that the country has displayed several political
“sub-cultures”, understood as “political cultures that deviate from the dominant culture in
key respects.” 98 . According to Geldenhuys, a link and even convergence between South
Africa’s foreign policy decisions and elements of political culture is undeniable. Political
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culture is thus seen as being an important determinant of foreign policy decisions 99 .
Moreover, and however excluding multilateralism from his inquiry, the author identifies
seven tenets revealing aspects of an “elite political culture” from foreign official statements.
These are: “democracy and human rights; sovereignty as responsibility and accountability;
an African Renaissance; solidarity with the Global South; liberatory solidarity,
developmentalism; good international citizenship”100. All these tenets have been at stake
during South Africa’s first seat within the UNSC. Geldenhuys defends that the country’s
longing to be a good international citizen is concordant with aspects of an elite political
culture, bringing mass political culture to a lesser importance. Among others, core values of
human rights and democracy are argued to have been reflected in the South African
government’s ‘good global citizenship’101. It is however defended by Edelgard Mahant that
the case for al ink between the political culture of post-apartheid South Africa and is foreign
policy is almost impossible to determine. One the one hand, because political culture is still
in the making, and on the other hand because political culture has not been sufficiently
studied102.

Finally, constructivism has its relevance in the case of South African multilateralism, as the
country’s interests and identity/identities can be considered as being partly constructed by its
environment, as Wendt also identifies several degrees of identity building 103 . As such,
constructivism would explain how the reshaping of the country’s national foreign policies as
been due to a reshaping of beliefs and opinion related to the post-apartheid democratic
transition. There have indeed been several competing perceptions of national identity since
the end of apartheid 104 . South Africa attempted to develop a foreign policy that would
promote a renewed conception of its identity. Seeing identity as the result of a construction
process also implies a differentiation between “self” and “other”. Identity then becomes “a
relational concept insofar as it only makes sense to talk about Self when a relationship with
the Other is present”105. It is this erection of boundaries between Self and Other that the
‘identity-making tool’ defines what the national interests are. For South Africa, the “other”
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can be argued to have been its own apartheid past, more importantly than any other
international actor106. This can thus be seen as a reflective form of “Othering”107. Here, “The
Self of the Present is also the Other of the past”108. The “other” of the apartheid can be used
as an indicator with which one can define and measure the degree of progress made in
present time. This can be argued to forge an ‘emergent identity’. This identity marks the
rupture with the apartheid past and makes an emphasis on certain values such as justice,
freedom, equality and democracy109. Nonetheless, the defining of a post-apartheid identity
goes beyond the negation of former South Africa as it goes through identifying with the
identities of other state actors.
Relevance of theories
Taking into consideration both rationalist and constructivist theorizing has permitted to
bring out a certain degree of relevance from both accounts. As such, an eclectic use can be
made of both approaches. Hence, one may again take into consideration Mill’s “concurrent”
logic ordering, where both rationalist and constructivist explanations can interact in a same
situation110. Moreover, Risse’s “logic of arguing” can also be brought back up as South
Africa’s interests do not seem to be settled111. As such, the state’s preferences, perceptions
and interests can be seen to be subject to discursive challenges rather than being fixed.
Nonetheless, South Africa’s behavior within the UNSC has been at odds with what was
expected. Its domestic historical development towards a democratic transition and the
international milieu in which it took place brought expectations towards a particular way of
acting 112 . Yet, as it has been framed by Peter Vale and Ian Taylor, a debate can be
introduced as if to know if South Africa’s foreign policy reflects the image of “something
special” or “just another country”113. In order to do so, the democratic transition form an
“apartheid era” to a “post-apartheid era” can be considered to have had an impact on the
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defining of South Africa, both domestically and internationally114. Howsoever, rationalist
accounts of state behavior would not consider states to change their interests, neither their
understanding of themselves. Yet, South Africa’s main party, the African National Congress
(ANC), came into power in 1994. This coming to power was the occasion for the party to
implement drastic transformations by constructing a nonracial South Africa. As it had been
the party’s dedication since its creation in 1912, this domestic struggle embodied the vision
of enhancing human rights. It can thus be argued that South Africa’s newly elected
government was seeking the creation of a new international identity that would reflect both
domestic and international struggles related to the post-apartheid democratic transition115.

Therefore, a constructivist based paradigm would facilitate the comprehension of South
Africa’s behavior. As such, the country’s interests, perception and identity can be seen as (at
least and partially) domestically generated, based on the new understanding of itself arising
from the historical context of the end of apartheid116. The emphasis made on the ideational
and on the importance of ideas and perceptions in shaping reality is of most significance.
South Africa can be argued to have reconfigured itself by the use of different and competing
foreign policy personalities117. As Serraõ and Bischoff argue, there is a necessity at making
an emphasis on the role of identity in South Africa’s foreign policy 118 . Moreover, the
country’s attempts to reform the UNSC are emblematic of a will to reshape the structure of
international relations. This ascertainment gives the opportunity to introduce two new
constructivist concepts. First, the concept of ‘structuration’ argues that the intersubjective
structure of world politics helps in defining the interests and identities of individual actors.
At the same time, interactions between these actors help to determine the very structure of
world politics119. Second, the concept of ‘bilateral supervenience’ argues that the identities,
properties and interactions of states are sharpened by the structure of the international
system. To the same extent, the structure of the international system shape states
interactions. This kind of interdependence would allow a clarification of structural changes
in world politics regarding identity change120. It is on the basis of these two last concepts
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that South Africa’s attempt to reform the international system can be considered as an
indirect result of its identity reshaping121.
Hence, although both theoretical approaches may help explain South Africa’s multilateral
paradoxes and ambiguities within the United Nations Security Council, constructivism
seems to allow a more meaningful insight. In appearance, South Africa is yet profoundly
embedded in the process of wrestling with its identity construction. Conflicting identities
that are inherent in the composition and dynamics of South African history, culture and
politics can help explain the country’s stated aims and foreign policy projection 122 . A
constructivist lens will enable to reveal the competing perceptions of national identity that
have emerged since the end of apartheid. Most importantly, it will have explanatory value
vis-à-vis the ambiguous practice of South African foreign policy towards multilateralism in
the UNSC.

c. Methodology
A dominantly constructivist approach towards national identity implies that “the
relationship between inside and outside, and identity and difference, is permanently
constructed and reconstructed through the use of language and discourse” 123. Moreover, in
the case of South Africa, officials tend to construct a favorable domestic and international
image through the use of ‘Rhetorical Practice’ 124 . This form of strategy entails that
calculated actions and statements are implemented in ways that would satisfy the “Self’s”
interests and objectives. It also implies the creation and sustainment of mutual identities by
state actors

125

. Perceptions of national identity that have driven South African

multilateralism can therefore be examined by making use of Critical Discourse Analysis
(CDA). As a methodology, CDA has gradually gained importance in contemporary political
science as it places an emphasis on exploring the connections between identities, power and
politics126.
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Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis will here have relevance as it is arguably considered as the
contemporary dominant approach to the study of national identity. It indeed presupposes that
a nation is produced and reproduced discursively as it is seen as an imagined community127.
It is therefore a methodology that is at the same time constructionist, qualitative and
interpretive. Most importantly, CDA considers national identity as being the result of
competing perceptions of identity that clash with one another all the time in everyday speech
acts. This implies for national identities to be fragile and often diffuse and ambivalent128.
The attention brought to the political role of ‘pre-existing’ identities has increased the stress
made one the ways in which political identities are shaped and challenged by political
actors129. Referring to Fairclough, it is arguable that as discourse is shaped in language, it is
as well constitutive as constituted by social reality130. It is therefore that there is a doubleway process, as language shapes and is shaped by the construction of an external social
world. Critical discourse analysis aims at consistently exploring relationships of causality
and determination between discursive practices and practices within wider cultural or social
structures. More specifically, it is about critically analyzing written or spoken texts in the
form of discussions, interactions or communications of topics under study131.
Reflection on Method of Analysis as a two-fold approach
It is generally defended that because Critical Discourse Analysis is an interpretive and
deconstructing reading, there are no specific guidelines to follow 132 . Nonetheless, CDA
works on public texts. It is in this sense that it does not sense to uncover secret or hidden
intentions but stays at the level of discourse, and uses its sources for what they are instead of
indicators of something else133. Therefore, critical discourse analysis aims at uncovering the
way reality is produced. Having this in mind, two important considerations are to be taken
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into account. First, understanding discourses means understanding the underlying logic of
the political and social organization of a particular arena134. In our case, this arena will be
the United Nations Security Council. Second, political arguments made and political issues
decided are constructed over time. Therefore, meanings can only be apprehended by
focusing on a portion of discourses that is not only analogous but also prior to the question
we are interested in135. Therefore, it will be adequate to also analyze some discourses that
are preceding South Africa’s 2007-2008 non-permanent membership in the Security
Council. Finally, Critical discourse analysis is constantly about power and politics. Because
discursive practices involve power relations, they entail struggles over interests, knowledge,
and most importantly identity136. As these struggles are to be linked to an ambiguous form
of multilateralism within the UNCS, it will be useful to consider the national identity that
elites have tried to express through their discursive practices. Keeping in mind that different
representations of the world involve different identities will enable to grasp conflicting
identities137.

Furthermore, Critical discourse analysis is heterogeneous in its theoretical approaches, as it
is multifarious and derived from diverse theoretical backgrounds 138 . For this reason, a
‘critical’ account of discourse requires an extensive description and theorization of both the
social processes and structures that create meaning in the interaction of individuals or groups
as socio-historical subjects with the text 139 . According to Caballero Mengibar, any
researcher must understand the chronological and historical context at its fullest in order to
fully disclose the meaning contained in discourses140. As South Africa presents a unique
historical opportunity to question issues of representation in identity formation, it will be
adequate to comprehensively understand the post-apartheid legacy in order to uncover the
social, ideological and economic forces that influence identity and the larger context in
which discourses are produced. While CDA is an approach that is multidisciplinary and
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problem-oriented, the Historical context must always be analyzed and integrated into the
interpretation of discourses and texts141. Discourses have no intrinsic meaning in themselves
and must be located historically and socially in order to understand their constructive
effect 142 . Hence there is a necessity to look at the larger social, political and economic
context in which the issue of South African national identity is embedded. Quite evidently, it
is impossible to strip discourse from its broader context143.

Therefore, using Critical Discourse Analysis as a methodology will have a two-fold
approach. As such, analyzing discourses emanating from South African Elites will have
relevance in grasping identity struggles as possible source of multilateral ambiguity.
Nonetheless, a preliminary and thorough conceptual and historical background will be
necessary in order to do so. Arguably, grasping any identity issues in text proves to be
challenging process and advocates for a multi-methods design144. This will here justify a
dualistic method and what may seem a deceivingly shorter analytical part. First, deepening
into the conceptual and historical understandings of the post-apartheid identity struggles will
be done through the use of existing scientific literature. This will then enable to interpret the
conceptual meaning of language use in the discourse production of South African Elites.

II) Identity in post-apartheid South Africa
a. Introduction
South Africa’s post-apartheid democratic transition has led to numerous controversies on the
account of identity. This has been especially emphasized as the end of apartheid took place
within the general context of globalization. This process usually associated with economic
and financial integration also embodies changes on the cultural, social and political
grounds 145. Globalization also involves contradictory processes, entailing homogenization
and universalization as well as localization and differentiation.

As argued by Elirea
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Bornman, these often contradictory processes of globalization have created a broad panel of
changes in the processes of identity configuration146.

Moreover, the author argues that one can distinguish five main levels of identity discourses.
These are the individual, subnational, national, supranational, and global levels147. By taking
a mainly constructivist stance, one can defend that all identity levels are interrelated and
interconnected. It is in this sense that identity formation on one level would have extensive
consequences on other levels. Controversies and tensions within an identity level would be
transposed and replicated within the others.

Nonetheless, the age of globalization has

strikingly accentuated ‘struggles for identity’, has it has become one of the most prominent
characteristics of the cultural, social and political scene 148 . As such, the 1990’s have
witnessed what can be called a ‘discursive explosion’ around the concept of “identity”149.
According to the works of the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman, this ‘discursive explosion’ has
been at the basis of an increasing degree of interest towards identity studies. Bauman argues
that the current world’s circumstances have added new dimensions to both personal and
collective identity150. Hence, not only has the processes of identity formation have changed,
as globalization and related changes have eroded most of the basis on which identities used
to be anchored. The implication of continuity within identity is being more than ever put at
stake. It is therefore that Bauman argues that identity issues are more complicated than they
used to be, as the identity discourse as gained consequent centrality. The acquiring of
identity is seen as having become a quest and the result of struggles waged on various
levels151.

The very concept of identity has become the window for the studying of many aspects of
contemporary life. It has indeed become an integral part of the social and political scene.
Identity struggles can thus be argued to have primordial and extensive implications for
policy making on all levels152. The democratic transition that occurred in South Africa in
1994 is highly representative of a discontinuity process, nested in globalization. Therefore,
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this part will be divided into three main sections. The first will explore the understandings of
‘identity’ as a concept. The second will aim at highlighting the relevance of ‘national
identity’ for this inquiry. The last will finally aim at theoretically grasping the contemporary
evolutions of South Africa’s identity struggles and related implications.

b. Defining Identity and its Implications
Identity has at first been highlighted by psychologist Erik Erikson in 1968. He defined
identity as a personhood, understood as a continuity of the self across space and time 153. For
individuals who have lost this sense of continuity, Erikson refers to the term of ‘identity
crisis’ 154 . Moreover, Erikson stresses the importance of the social environment in the
development of identity. The author refers to the term of ‘psychosocial identity’ to describe
someone’s awareness of who he is as an individual and as part of a social group. This
brought to the awareness of the role of social groups in in identity formation. Therefore,
identity has been considered by going beyond an exclusively psychoanalytic point of view.

From a social science perspective, Brewer characterized social identification as some kind of
compromise in order to resolve the conflict occurring between two contradictory needs155.
The first is the need for uniqueness and differentiation. The second is the need for
assimilation and security, understood as the one of belonging to a particular group.
Furthermore, cultural studies have permitted to go deeper within the history, culture and
origins of peculiar communities 156 . Hence, cultural studies give us the opportunity to
introduce the concept of ‘cultural identity’. According to Stuart Hall, it is has a double
interpretation 157 . One the one hand, cultural identity is associated with the sharing of
common historical experiences and cultural codes. It is therefore the reflection of a group
identification that is shared among people with a common ancestry and history. On the other
hand, cultural identity also takes into account elements of discontinuity. Cultural identity
thus undergoes constant transformation, although it is rooted in history. Therefore, the
course of history reveals a differentiation between ‘what we are’ and ‘what we have
become’, involving a process of

‘becoming’ as well as ‘being’ rooted in various
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temporalities158. Finally, Barth defines identity in terms of boundaries159. These boundaries
can be of different nature as they can be socially, politically or culturally defined. Moreover,
these boundaries implicate that some individuals are included as members of a group while
others are simultaneously excluded. In is in this sense that identity is perceived as “ a
dynamic process in which the characteristics, cultural practices, symbols and traditions of a
group might change due to interaction with the physical, social, cultural, economic and
political environment” 160 . What matters in defining identity is here the presence of
boundaries between groups rather than the content of a particular identity in itself161.
Furthermore, by referring to Bornman’s five main levels of identity discourses, studying
South African multilateralism within the UN would imply the focus to be on the national
level of identification. Nonetheless, considering identity as a construction implies a
prominent role of all these levels. The concept of state identity is to be defined while
keeping an open mind. As such, two critical international dimensions of identity are to be
taken into account162. First, identities can be institutionalized in states. This is particularly
the case of post-apartheid South Africa’s new non-racialism. Second, identities can vary
because of changes in the international context. Identity variation is thus not solely limited
to domestic factors. For South Africa, this is illustrated by ‘African identity’ evolutions.
Moreover, one strand of constructivist theorizing considers identity as a role that comes out
of strategic interactions. It is in this very sense that South Africa might be considered a
regional hegemon, a balancer or a middle power163. In this set of mind, Bukovansky argues
that these roles are rooted in broader philosophical discourses164. She defends that Leaders
debate in this broader language and consequently articulate collective principles,
notwithstanding possible disagreements over specific policies. Domestic divisions are thus
dampened as the discourse of identity is argued to shape domestic interests into a ‘national
interest’165. Nonetheless, Bukovansky’s framework allows only a limited consideration of
international cooperation, as her conceptualization of the international system is based on
158
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the supremacy of great powers. In this sense, it can be argued to underplay the constitutive
effects of international institutions such as the United Nations 166 . Finally, Barnett has
conceptualized a notion of role that incorporates international institutions167. This author
defines international institutions as sets of rules that define roles. In this sense, a state would
have multiple and potentially conflicting roles if operating within several institutional
contexts. Instabilities may thus be resulting if these roles diverge.

Finally, it can be argued that identity and its discourses are not restricted to the hermitage of
the academia, as struggles of identity have become a complete part of intra-individual
processes, and most importantly of the social and political scene168. The implications are
important at all levels of policy-making, as identity is growingly associated with the social
struggles of numerous repressed groups. These can include ethnic, racial minorities, people
of color, religious minorities as well as feminist groups 169 . These struggles can serve at
introducing the concept of ‘identity politics’, which embodies the collective and public
process of such pursuits 170 . According to Calhoun, the outcomes of identity politics are
partly determined by power, although power relationships are also modified by struggles.
These struggles have led Bauman to reconsider the term identity, as he proposes to replace it
by identification 171 . This concept implies a process that is never-ending, an open-ended
activity that is in constant construction and never finishes. This perpetual search for identity
can be seen as a side-effect of several contemporary tendencies. Among others, these are
especially localizing, individualizing and globalizing, as their combination is at the basis of
concomitant tensions 172 . It is consequently possible to assess that identity has become
probably the most important medium for understanding discourses on the relationship
between the cultural and the political as well as between the group and the state173.

As such, globalization can be argued to have had a disturbing effect on the interface between
different identity levels. Modifying the interface between identification with subnational
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groups, the nation-state, and supranational blocs and entities is dangerous for social and
political stability in heterogeneous states. Most importantly, these states face the risk of
having several and often contending social identities. It is in this sense that heterogeneous
states lack on a common agreement on social identity or common nationhood 174. This is
especially the case for South Africa as the term nation-state embodies a contradiction. Being
derived from the Greek natio, it is analogous to ethnicity and common culture 175 .
Howsoever, the 1994 democratic transition enlightened significant identity struggles that
had been embedded for more than forty years of segregation. These identity struggles at all
levels can arguably bet be apprehended by focusing on ‘national identity’.

c. Relevance of national identity
Taking a constructivist stance, one can argue that identity must be seen as a construction, as
the interface between the subnational and supranational identification processes are looked
upon as crucial to the formation of a national identity. In recent years, a growing number of
scholars working on the issue of identity and foreign policy have deepened their research on
this very question. While post-apartheid South Africa has been confronted to numerous
domestic and external changes, some academic works seem highly relevant. Focusing on
issues of multiculturalism and of international roles, I will attempt to link internal and
external changes to the formation of a national identity. Then, by going deeper into the way
foreign policy is shaped and constrained in a modern changing world, the aim will finally be
to associate it to national identity formation.

First, and as it will be discussed later, South African social identities are highly conflicting
and are linked to the domestic sources of foreign policy. Although the diversity of civil
society has rarely been considered relevant to foreign policy, changes brought about in
recent decades have gradually altered this perspective. These include economic
globalization, information technology, the end of the Cold War and migration 176 .

Of

significant importance for South Africa is most importantly the post-apartheid democratic
transition, as it has highlighted issues related to ‘multiculturalism’. This later concept lacks
of precise meaning as it as several definitions. In this case, it may however be defined as
“the fact of cultural diversity, with many groups defining themselves separately from the
174
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nation-state, and perhaps asserting their right to a higher loyalty” 177. Such a definition can
enlighten difficulties and ambiguities that arise in international politics. Christopher Hill
argues that it has become essential to frame domestic society and foreign policy together, as
talking about ‘democracy and foreign policy’ is argued to be too general 178. He moreover
argues that the blurring of the boundary between internal and external policy has led them to
be constituent of each other. Issues evolving around multiculturalism and foreign policy can
be seen as the development of an historical process in which civil society is gradually drawn
into the politics of international relations179. Thus, the possibility of incoherence in foreign
policy making is omnipresent in a system subject to diversity and pluralism. Although no
“multiculturalist theory of foreign policy” currently exists, a constructivist way forward
offers promising avenues for inquiring links “between multiculturalism at home and
cosmopolitanism abroad”180, between conflicting social identities and ambiguous foreign
policy stances. According to Hill’s perspective, both foreign policy and multiculturalism
should be systematically brought together. It is also his view that governments should
recognize that foreign policy is inseparable from issues of domestic society and identity, as
cultural diversity embodies a wide range of views that go beyond traditional dichotomies181.

Secondly, national identity brings about a question of classification to characterize foreign
policy behavior. This classification would suggest that states have a role and that their
governments undertake recurrent and patterned actions182. There seems to be a consensus at
relating the term role to behavior, as emphasized by role theory. Focusing on ideology has
relevance in this regard as foreign policy analysis stresses the importance of the selfconception of policy-makers as determinants of behavior, understood as the national
interest183. Therefore, and as Kalevi Holsti suggests, the fact of sovereignty in international
politics suggests that foreign policy decisions and actions derive from policymakers’ role
conception. Nonetheless, national role conceptions are also linked to the role prescriptions
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emanating from the external environment184. It is in this sense that the international system,
the expectations of states, “world opinion” and multilateral treaties all sources of these role
prescriptions. Role theory thus seems to make the assumption that foreign policy decisions
and actions are congruent with the national role conception given to a state both at a
subnational and supranational level. However, states can operate according to several
national role conceptions at the time. As defended by Holsti, every aspect of foreign policy
cannot be dictated by role conceptions and prescriptions. It is thus seen as wiser to expect
some foreign policy decisions not to be consistent with the expectations of public opinion
and foreign governments or with a stated national role185. Nonetheless, identities have an
important part to play in foreign policy as they define the self-understanding of international
roles. These identities arise from the historical interaction of domestic and international
experiences and social change. Not to be left out of the picture are general circumstances
and the ascription of roles given by outsiders186. To quote Prizel, “national identity serves
not only as the primary link between the individual and society, but between a society and
the world”187.

Finally, it is arguable that the very concept of identity is primordial at understanding the
relationship between domestic society and the state towards foreign policy. Identities, as
preferred to identity, can be seen as fundamental as they are at the basis of a state’s
behavior188. National interest being considered as an aggregate of both internal and external
factors is seen as a process of never-ending interplay between dominant ideas and material
factors. These material factors are to be considered in a broad sense as they may include
geography, ecology, social trends and political forces189. The interpretation of their meaning
is influenced by the “psychological environment” of decision-makers 190 . The concept of
identity thus has a high degree of relevance in understanding change and the relationship
between the two levels. Moreover, Christopher Hill underlines the need to consider a
national identity understood as “an aggregate of intersubjective understandings which
evolve on the basis of experiences- social, political and international”191. Because of the
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constant reconstitution of identities in the light of inherent resources, history, present needs
and future aspirations, national identity is bound to be impacted by both social diversity and
foreign policy 192 . National identity can thus be impacted by changes in society, in
conceptions of international relations (or ideologies) and in the place a country has in the
world. As for South Africa, the apparent weakness of social bonds highlighted by the end of
apartheid may have “pre-eroded” any political consensus on which resting a consistent
foreign policy. Moreover, the recovering from a segregation domestic regime and
international exclusion may have highlighted the need to re-establish an international regime
while nurturing the vulnerable premises of democracy, explaining a commitment to
multilateral frameworks 193 . Consequently, foreign policy shaped by national identity
constitutes a major means by which the internal and external are brought together. States
such as South Africa that have a conflicted sense of themselves because of painful recent
history are especially vulnerable to foreign policy complications 194 . This is all the more
emphasized by its multiculturalist nature.

While the idea of national interest and national identity are often intertwined, both are
nonetheless distinguishable as identity corresponds to a deeper process than calculations of
interest. Identity can as such not be preserved or promoted by strategic actions domestically
or abroad 195. Moreover, depicting both multiculturalism and role theory has permitted to
underline the importance of domestic and international factors in the shaping of a national
identity. These issues indeed raise new questions about identities and their relation to
foreign policy. They have highlighted that changes in society, ideologies regarding
international relations and the defining of a country in the international realm all have a part
to play in the defining of a sates’ national identity. As it is arguably resulting from the
interaction of several identity levels, it can be apprehended in the South African case by
centering ones attention on these impacting factors. Different identity struggles on different
identity levels seem to interplay, resulting in a blurry national identity formation.
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d. The South African Identity struggles
It is on the 27th of April 1994 that South Africa’s first democratic election was held, this
after a series of negotiations and years of liberation struggle. The advent of this new
democratic dispensation led the country to be once again accepted into world society, and by
extension to become part of the globalizing world. Howsoever, dealing with globalizing
related issues has led the new government to a new identification with the international
community, negotiating its national identity in the act of its international relations196. It is
thus a fact that the post-apartheid transition has reopened a debate about identity. De facto,
the apartheid past matters in the post-apartheid articulation of South Africa’s national
identity197.
The political transformation brought up to the invention of the “new South Africa” as a
central concept in the nation-building initiative. Being an ideal, this concept embodied
renewed national symbols and the metaphor of the “Rainbow Nation”, emphasizing unity
among the diversity of South Africans198. As such, identity formation during the apartheid
era was mainly fixed on the official system of racial classification. This was ascribed to
individuals at birth and recognized four population groups. These were ‘Blacks’, ‘Whites’,
‘Colored’ and ‘Asian/Indian’199. Moreover language, cultural and ethnic differences where
recognized within these major racial groups. Most appalling, the construction of South
African national identity during the apartheid was based on racial divisions in which groups
of color were excluded from being granted formal citizenship200. This is certainly one of the
main reasons why the county’s new national identity became the topic of animated debate
during the democratic transition. As such, the country seemed to lack a generally accepted
national identity. An ideology of nation building was thus seen as common sense in order to
possibly regain a sense of nationhood, and thereby fill the gap left by several dozens of years
of apartheid rule201.
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Howsoever, South Africa did not come to define its post-apartheid identity only through a
negation of its former self, but also through identifying with the identities of other state
actors202. As other governments worldwide, the South African one has been constrained to
build new alliances. In doing so, it has been reconstructing its identity on the basis of what
Messari calls ‘positive approximation’ 203 . This concept designates a process in which
national identity is formed through the interaction a state has with other states. These are as
well allies as enemies, as they are of relevance in an international order that is socially
constructed 204 . Nonetheless, South Africa struggled to define its identity and interests,
arguing internally about its vision and priorities. In the latter years of the democratic
transition, a tension gradually increased. On the one hand, there was the aim to live up to the
world’s expectations of putting human rights as a priority of the country’s foreign policy. On
the other hand, there was the aim to pursue policies based on more traditional state
interests 205 . South Africa’s identity struggles did in many ways originate from a scuffle
between competing ideas regarding foreign policy.
South Africa’s national identity struggles related to the post-apartheid transition thus seem
to have originated from both a sub-national and a supra-national level. The seemingly
blurry interface between these levels seems related to social and political changes since the
1990’s206. Hence, the relations that both these levels have towards national identity have led
it to be ambiguous and unsettled. As such, sub-national and supra-national levels of identity
play an important role in the life of South Africans. Their importance has especially been
emphasized not only by the South African context, but also by the context of a larger
globalized world of which the country has become a fully-fledged participant 207 . These
identity struggles can be looked upon as fostered by conflicting social identities, by
conflicting ideologies, and finally by ambiguous considerations from other states and actors
at the international level.
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1. Discontinuity and conflicting Social Identities
Within the borders of the newly constituted “nation-state” of South Africa, new images have
been advanced. These emphasized certain values and principles such as democracy,
individual rights and liberties, technocratic rationality in public policy and universal values.
However, the country’s society still remained deeply heterogeneous and divided, as it is
constituted by numerous linguistic, cultural, racial, socio-economic and religious
differences208. Decades of apartheid rule had led South Africa to be all the more divided than
by intrinsic differences. The segregation based regime accentuated ethnic, racial and class
differences as it set different societal groups against each other. Not only were the whites set
against the black, but also the colored against Indians, and some blacks against other
blacks209.

In the advent of the new political dispensation, nation-building became an important
preoccupation for the newly elected government. The reconciliation of heterogeneity and
citizenship needed to be negotiated by the new political dispensation. Citizenship thus
implied loyalty to the state rather than towards cultural, ethnic or religious groups 210 .
Howsoever, this reconciliation of heterogeneity was most difficult as social identification
during apartheid was split among a multitude of sub-groups within same cultural or
linguistic groups. First, there was a division between Afrikaans-speaking and Englishspeaking individuals within the larger White Community211. There is a profound legacy of
conflicting ideals between both groups that was brought up during the apartheid era. While
the Afrikaans-speaking were mostly in favor of the apartheid rule, the English-speaking
were mostly opposed212. As for the Black community, nine language groups are officially
acknowledged. These are Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga,
isiNdebele, isiXhosa and isiZulu213. While for the White Afrikaans-speaking community the
identification process was associated to the broader White community, the English-speaking
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whites were rather identifying to a broad South-Africanism214. As for the Black community,
racial identification was important but was supplanted by ethnic characteristics, advancing
the importance of their culture and language215.

These aspects of social identification were all the more highlighted by the 1994 democratic
transition, as most of the supporters of Black political parties and the National Party
indicated their belonging to a peculiar ethnic group. While the blacks preferred to identify
themselves as “Africans”, whites usually referred to themselves as being “South
Africans”216. Moreover, the immediate period after the political dispensation, blacks and
whites were still respectively each other’s strongest ‘anti-identity’217. However, and quite
paradoxically, a study conducted by Finchilescu and Dawes in 1996 indicates that there was
an increase in both a South African and an ethnic identification among most “racial”
groups 218 . As such, a number of changes due to the social and political changes of the
1990’s have been noticed within the identity structures of South Africans219. The studies
presented by Elirea Bornman show that the identities of these specific ‘racial’ groups have
shifted again in the new millennium220. First, the blacks identify strongly with the notion of
South African Rainbow Nation, and have a strong commitment towards African culture.
They thus seem to favor engagement with Africa rather than with the West. This has been all
the more emphasized by the end of apartheid as it is assimilated to a reaffirmation of African
cultural roots 221 . On the other hand, Afrikaans-speaking whites went back to the
confinements of their ethnic group, identifying less with national and supra-national
identities and to the notion of Rainbow Nation. As for English-Speaking whites, they have
been found to have rediscovered profound roots within Europe and the United Kingdom,
being the group with the strongest western and global orientation 222. Finally, Indians and
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Colored group both appear to have an identity oriented towards the South African nation.
Indians are however split between a nationalistic attitude and their own ethnic group223.

It is consequently noticeable that race and ethnicity have not faded away in the social
identification process of the so-called new South Africa. It can thus be argued that South
Africans still rather built their identity around an ethnic and racial dimension rather than
around social classes. It is thus noticeable that South African society remains highly
heterogeneous regarding social identification. Moreover, the impact of social identities
towards the attitudes and behavior of individuals has important consequences towards
intergroup relations, as to political stability and consistency224. Social identification is thus
to be taken into account as to apprehend a state’s national identity.

Nonetheless, the

confusion of the past-apartheid era has not been restricted to conflicting social identities, as
different ideologies have gradually flourished.
2. Discontinuity and conflicting Ideologies
The negotiations for ending apartheid that lasted from 1990 until 1993 embodied the process
of a transition from a segregation regime to a democratic one. The negotiations took place
between the governing National Party, the African National Congress and several political
organizations 225 . The resulting democratic transition led South Africa to be once again
admitted into world society and to be entirely part of the globalizing world. Nonetheless,
these negotiations have also highlighted a number of competing ideologies emanating from
the frustrating constraints of the apartheid regime. Being freed from decades of
discrimination, South Africa was confronted to having to rebuild a national identity. The
resulting trauma and unsettled socio-historical legacy however led to important discontinuity
and contradictory ideologies, as much among as within themselves 226 . The optimism
resulting from the immediate political liberation would soon have to be confronted to the
harsher realities of building a consistent national identity. It will here be shown that South
Africa is confronted to an ongoing debate within and between ideologies.
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The advent of Nelson Mandela as president on the 10th of May 1994 spurred optimism about
the democratic transition, has he pledged for human rights and the pursuing of peace.
Moreover, Mandela encouraged cooperation through the promotion of institutions, with the
idea of making a safer world for diversity227. The country’s foreign policy thus seemed to
be built on high moral values and a profound sense of identity that originated both from
South Africa’s historical legacy and from the vision of a new charismatic leader 228 .
Mandela’s leadership was thus highly idealist, and based on several beliefs regarding foreign
policy. These were mainly related to the promotion of human rights, democracy, and global
peace229. This general framework was all the more reflected by a number of initiatives taken
by South Africa in the 1990’s. Reinforcing the country’s commitment to an ethical foreign
policy, they improved its international reputation230. To begin with, South Africa dismantled
all its nuclear arms, thereby becoming the first denuclearized state. Its participation in the
1995 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty has been of significant importance, as much as the
signing of the Pelindaba Treaty in 1996. It was at the basis of the creation of a nuclear free
weapons zone in Africa231. Moreover, South Africa took part in the Ottawa Process against
land mines in 1997. Its success has permitted for world society to agree to a ban on the
production and use of landmines. It is for this reason that the Ottawa Process has been
largely credited for conducting an era of “complex multilateralism”232. Most importantly,
participation to the Process embodied a first clear manifestation of defiance towards
Washington and other major powers. This can be looked upon as a leaning towards an antiimperialist identity. Finally, Mandela condemned Nigeria’s disdain towards human rights
and democratic principles. He thus called for sanctions and the exclusion of Nigeria from the
Commonwealth233. Although most northern and western countries supported South Africa’s
stand towards human rights, they disapproved such a strategy. As such, the USA, Britain,
France, and Germany all continued to encourage economic and business relations with
Nigeria 234 . Hence, South Africa’s foreign policy towards Nigeria was Mandela’s biggest
challenge, as the country was paradoxically criticized for betraying Africa while being a
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lackey of the west 235 . Although Nelson Mandela’s foreign policy got confronted to the
realities of Realpolitik, it remained profoundly based on ethics and idealism.
However, Mandela’s successor Thabo Mbeki reinforced an anti-imperialist posture and
identity236. President from 1999 to 2008, he embraced African solidarity and democracy,
putting forward South Africa’s continental role. Yet, the notion he had of “African
Renaissance” was founded on several competing frameworks. These could include
globalism, socialism, pragmatism, liberal internationalism and pan-Africanism237. Moreover,
Mbeki adopted Black Consciousness as his main ideology. Wanting to detach from Northern
and Western values, he wished to break from the apartheid government’s vision that South
Africa was some European outpost238. Thabo Mbeki took a great personal interest in foreign
policy and adopted aggressive stances at putting Africa first. It is thus by 2001 that him and
other leaders had linked pan-Africanism to liberalization through the “New Economic
Partnership for African Development” (NEPAD) and its Peer Review Program239. The aim
of NEPAD was to restructure the African continent’s relationship with industrialized
countries, with the idea that an African renewal would be possible by coupling a neo-liberal
economic growth and a commitment to institutional accountability 240 . The pledge was
mainly to spread human rights and democracy and good governance within Africa while
securing western investment and support. Moreover, Mbeki’s foreign policy based on
“African identity and Africa first” led to stronger South-South solidarity. An emphasis was
made on the fight against poverty, the support for national liberation struggles and for
several so-called rogue states241. The ANC leadership under president Mbeki thus gradually
moved off from the nation-building discourse of the Mandela Era and rather embraced
Africanism, with an increasing use of the terms “African Renaissance” and “African
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century”242. Therefore, an important tension seems to arise between democratic and panAfrican identities243.
Moreover, and as Laurie Nathan argues, Mbeki’s foreign policy priorities have been based
on five main pillars that are: Afrocentrism (1), commitment to democracy and human rights
(2), good governance and development (3), peace (4) and finally the promotion of
multilateralism in the international system (5) 244 . The author argues that discontinuities
arose as the pillars were not only informed but also often in conflict with Mbeki’s own
ideological commitments. The three main ideological paradigms in which his outlook was
rooted were democracy, Africanism and anti-imperialism. It is therefore that the president’s
foreign policy and ideological commitments often stood across purposes with each other245.
Within Mbeki’s philosophy germed potential contradictions as his ‘African Renaissance’
was anti-colonial, anti-imperial and pro-democratic. This was demonstrated in the
Zimbabwean case of the new millennium as the South African president adopted a ‘quiet
diplomacy’ policy246. South Africa indeed took a stance legitimizing Mugabe’s controversial
land appropriation and electoral irregularities. The country’s approach to Zimbabwe has
resulted in relentless human rights abuses. Mugabe’s framing of the issue as settling
colonial-era wrong appealed to Mbeki’s anti-imperial ideology247. As such, Thabo Mbeki
preferred to comfort himself in his own ‘confirmation bias’ by attributing Zimbabwe’s
problems only to the legacy of colonialism rather than to bad governance on the part of
Mugabe248. It is in this sense that Mbeki’s support for democracy –the third strand of his
ideological outlook- was constrained to be neglected. Hence, there was already an important
conflict with the 1994 ANC Working Group statement emphasizing the need to address
human rights issues, even if South African interests were to be negatively impacted 249. The
foreign policy stances defended towards Zimbabwe are puzzling and are merely a reflection
of inconsistencies at a larger scale. Mbeki’s foreign policy had clearly ‘schizophrenic’
aspects, as it embodied democracy and accountability, but also African and Third World
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solidarity 250 . As it will be discussed later, this ‘schizophrenia’ was particularly present
within multilateralism, and especially within the United Nations.

It is finally arguable that South African ideologies are the product of peculiar conception of
South African national identity, resulting from an unsettled socio-historical legacy. As such,
South Africa’s ideologies and ideas are prominent in defining South African foreign
policies251. This part has permitted to highlight a double contradiction. On the one hand,
there is a discontinuity between Mandela’s “transformist idealism” that is mainly based on
ethics and Mbeki’s “reformist ideology” defending Africa252. On the other hand, Mbeki’s
‘African Renaissance’ in itself is inconsistent, leading South Africa to “argue” with itself on
which vision to defend. At times, there is a prevalence of the “democratic element”, while
at others there is a prevalence of the “anti-imperial and Afrocentric element” 253 . Quite
clearly, there is an ongoing debate within and between ideologies, as South Africa has and is
still attempting to reflect a new sense of its own identity. Nonetheless, identity building as a
result of state interaction also has its importance, as the country’s socialization in the
international realm is not to be neglected.

3. Identity construction in the international realm
Being readmitted to world society in the advent of a new political dispensation, South Africa
had to confront a tremendously fast-globalizing world, characterized by many paradoxical
impulses and tendencies254. The government has thus been forced to forge new allegiances
in order to negotiate its national identity within the international realm. As such, the
intensification of engagements with the world has most certainly left South Africa’s national
identity formation to contend with the possibility of multiple identities in the context of a
new world order that is continuously more complex255. Several issues indeed seem to have
had an effect on the country’s identification process. Not only did a supranational
identification with Africanism enhance a high commitment towards the African Union, the
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domination of the Western world in the global system seems to have created a partial and
paradoxical identification to the West.

Nonetheless, several continental and global

constraints seem to explain discontinuities and contradictions regarding South Africa’s
identification with the international community256. The result is an unsettled foreign policy
identity, as well from the part of South Africa as from the part scholars and other actors of
the international realm.
To begin with, Mbeki’s African Renaissance ideology has led South Africa to have a
particular foreign policy behavior towards the African continent. This has been persistently
associated to the idea of non-interference from the West. It is thus associated to a “circling
of wagons” approach among African countries, seen as free from former colonial
influence 257 . It is also in this sense that Mbeki linked African Unity to African selfsufficiency. He indeed supported the idea that Africa had to unite in order to ensure the
demise imperialism and colonialism 258 . Thus, first contradictions arose as South Africa
chose unity with human-rights abusive and authoritarian regimes in the name of this
ideology. It is in this sense that prioritizing solidarity politics over rights-based politics can
be perceived as a ‘continental constraint’, embodying a gap between South Africa’s rhetoric
and foreign policy realities 259 . Alden and le Pere argue that this gap can be partially
explained by what they call the “paradoxical legacy of the apartheid state and the liberation
movement”260. What they highlight is that fact that the country had to face contradictory
tensions as it was tempting to build an activist role in foreign policy. Fact was that there was
a deceiving belief in the compatibility of human rights, solidarity politics and South Africa’s
own development needs261. In other words there was a tension between the will to project a
moral foreign policy and the will to stand in solidarity with states that had inter alia
supported the ANC. Bischoff argues in this sense that the idea of an African Renaissance
resulted in a situation where human rights have persistently been “subsumed under the need
for states inclusively to seek unity of purpose” 262. Finally, this constraint of ‘continental
unity’ can be argued to be hardly overcome due to South Africa’s own historical and
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contemporary role in Africa. The country’s African partners indeed show skepticism about
its aspirations for continental leadership, as it does not have to be too assertive because of
fears of domination. South Africa is constrained at not having to show excessive domination
in order to maintain its power263.

Furthermore, the larger global environment in which South Africa has been reintegrated and
within which it evolves also has a constraining effect on the country’s foreign policy. Most
especially, this concerns the ‘second generation’ economic and social rights. Mbeki’s
African Renaissance indeed included a commitment to global wealth redistribution and
highlighted a new tension. South Africa found itself torn between the activist role of pushing
human rights globally and a need to ensure its own economic development 264 .

This

important tension between ethical foreign policy and economic development can partially be
explained by the fact that Mbeki thought that globalization would assimilate economic rights
for states, while issues of democracy and peace would be addressed by correcting the
inability of the market to do so through conscious interventions265. This misconception led
the government to adopt neo-realist and neo-liberal principles that would fit the global
economic climate266. It is nonetheless a fact that South Africa has often sacrificed socialism
in favor of pragmatism. While South Africa stands for a reformist multilateral platform that
would argue for a safeguard against the gloomiest effects of globalization, it has embraced
the neo-liberalist discourse. Moreover, the aftermath of the 11th of September 2001 and the
2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq can be argued to have strikingly changed the global political
environment. While the focus was renewed on issues of “hard power”, South Africa was
marginalized as it best champions issues of “soft power”267. Arguably, a tendency of the
international system to lean towards American-led unilateralism and to diminish
multilateralism has had consequences for South Africa. Its ability to potentially play the role
of bold reformer and facilitator is diminished, and so is its role as a possible transformative
power268. Global realities thus seem to constrain the directions that South African foreign
policy can take and to highlight certain confusion about the role(s) played by the country in
the international arena. This all the more emphasizes ambiguities about is foreign policy
identity.
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Finally, South Africa’s foreign policy identity is still debated, as it is the result of an unclear
rivalry between competing interests and ideological positions. On the one hand, some
consider South Africa to be defined as a ‘regional power’ or ‘regional hegemon’269. Adam
Habib argues that this status implies for South Africa to be confronted to a series of
obligations, responsibilities and privileges that separate it from its African counterparts. A
regional hegemon may moreover be defined as “a state that is part of a delineated region, is
connected to it culturally, economically and politically, influences its identity and affairs,
defines its security, and aspires to provide it with leadership […] and acts as a
representative”270. However, authors such as David R. Black and David J. Hornsby argue
that South Africa is more of an “emerging middle power”, as it is still struggling to
consolidate is democratic norms and practices271. Most importantly, an emerging middlepower would be expected to seek an extension of its influence in multilateral decisionmaking, as it would be interested in promoting global order and cooperation through
multilateral organisations such as the UN272. In this regard, Serraõ and Bischoff argue that
being an “emergent para-Western middle power”, South Africa rejects rights to power and
leadership as it calls for the devolution of power to multilateral bodies 273. This is opposed to
Black and Hornsby’s vision that on the contrary underlines the importance of regional
integration and leadership for emerging middle powers. They defend that it offers the
opportunity to accelerate development and the means to enlarge influence and power in
international affairs. Emerging middle powers would thus be ‘reformist’ oriented rather than
‘status quo’ oriented as they would be pursuing change in global economic rules and
structures 274 . Nonetheless, confusion persists over the nature of South Africa’s foreign
policy identity, as it is certainly looked upon considering the country’s peculiarly layered
history and the various normative influences on its history of struggle275.
That is to say, both the depiction of an “emerging middle power” or “regional” hegemon
lack the nuance needed to understand the different and contradictory levels at which South
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Africa operates internationally. As the interaction with countries at the continental and
global level matter in the framing of the country’s identity and interests, South Africa can be
argued to display signs of several and sometimes contradictory “archetypes” of foreign
policy identity. The country can be argued to be pulled in different directions due to its
layered history, ideological positioning and competing interests276.

Hence, subnational identification and competing ideologies as instruments for national
identity formation need to contend not only with inherent differences but also with the
possibility of multiple supranational identities in a complex world order. It has thus been
demonstrated that history, memory, ideas, interests, norms and institutions all play a
prominent role in the shaping of a state’s identity. Both domestic and international
influences seem to shape attitudes and behavior 277. South Africa, of a newly democratic
character, is seemingly in an ongoing state of tension between the need for a coherent
national identity and the diverging definitions it makes of a “national interest” on a wide
panel of issues.

III) Case study: South African Multilateralism within the UNSC
a. Introduction
After 1994, South Africa adopted a foreign policy that prioritized multilateralism as a
normative centerpiece of its international relations, making it the sine qua non of an
internationalist state278. There was a strong will to promote cooperation among a multitude
of actors. The struggle against apartheid had indeed been a global effort as well as a cause
that outrivaled the ideological divide of the Cold War279. Seen as a “new South Africa”, the
country found itself in the need to be ‘present and voting’ within the international realm, and
the multilateral fora a constituted the most relevant opportunities to do so. Advancing the
transformative potential of multilateralism, South Africa’s policymakers projected the
country’s democratic transition onto a global level, hence committing to achieve rule-based
and equitable global governance280.
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While being an outstanding adherent to international regimes and global governance
structures, South Africa was devoted to equitable development, human rights, constitutional
democracy and the expansion of international humanitarian law281. Not only had the country
adhered to the International Criminal Court (ICC) or to the Ottawa Treaty, it had engaged in
sanctions against the excesses of the Abacha regime in Nigeria and promoted a membership
ban on military dictatorships at the Organization of African Unity (OAU). All these
measures spread hope for a commitment to a foreign policy guided by ethical considerations,
especially by supporting individuals and civil society in contending authoritarian regimes282.
Howsoever, foreign policy during the Mbeki presidency gradually became primarily statecentered. The ‘African Renaissance’ project was all the more accentuated by an economic
neo-liberal guideline, in some ways neglecting individuals and civil society at the expense of
private multinationals and financial investors. While working with other African
governments and states from the developing world, South Africa whished for gaining
influence as a leader towards the building of some form of pan-Africanism. Finding support
from a large number of States did not necessarily go in hand with issues of democratic
legitimacy. Consequently, the use of ethical foreign policy principles such as justice and
human rights were more selective 283 . Among other multilateral frameworks, the UN
embodied certainly the most emblematic institution in which these contradictions took place.

As South Africa had participated vigorously in all aspects of the work of the organization,
the end of the apartheid quickly led to a normalization of relations. The country had indeed
been suspended from the UN due to the international opposition to the segregation
regime284. Nonetheless, South Africa was elected by the members of the General Assembly
in October 2006 to serve for the first time as a non-permanent member of the Security
Council for the period 2007-2008. It was globally a warmly received ascension as many
anticipated South Africa to play a positive role advocating human rights and to adopt a
conduct that would be concordant to the anticipation of a democratic and responsible
member of the international world community285. South African officials celebrated the seat
as a turning point in deepening the country’s role in global governance and to “serve the
281
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people of the African continent and indeed the world”286. However, a tension has been at
stake between progressive/Africanist orientation and an alignment with the Western and
European World view. This has as well shifted to the perception of South Africa’s role
within the UN, leading it to what many observers have called a “confused” or even
“disappointing” behavior within the Security Council287.
South Africa’s term as a member of the United Nations Security Council thus has
highlighted a series of tensions, as it has acted both as a reformer and a conserver 288. First,
there was a tension between a moral identity and the premises made on South-South
solidarity. Second, there was a tension between a “Western identity orientation” and the
bridge position taken between center and periphery. Most importantly, a tension persisted
between an appeasement strategy and an anti-imperialist posture. By concentrating on
multilateralism and by deepening our research into some of South Africa’s most
controversial positions within the UNSC, the aim will here be to best apprehend the context
and complexity of South Africa’s “schizophrenic” multilateral behavior.

b. South Africa’s commitment to Multilateralism
While designing its foreign policy, “New South Africa” chose multilateralism as an
approach that would be the regulating foundation of its international relations 289. The nature
and the implications of a polarity reconfigured by the end of the cold war implied the
prognosis to be of uncontested unipolarity. This prediction was apprehended by most
scholars and statesmen, as they feared ‘neo-empire’ and hegemonic implications. This could
at best be countered by multipolarity, having advantages as it would embody a strong
systemic balance290. South Africa embraced this vision as multilateralism was considered
the best moral means to achieve rule-based and equitable global governance. However, the
reality of the unfolding world order has proven to be greatly more complex than anticipated.
As defended by Richard Haas, this new world order is “diffuse” and “nonpolar”,
corresponding to “a world dominated not by one or two or even several states, but rather by
numerous centres possessing and exercising various kinds of power”291.By exploring the
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nature of multilateralism in relation with the challenges of a new systemic world (dis)order,
one may best apprehend the implications of the South African case.
‘Multilateralism’ as such denotes “multi levels” or “many sides” and has become a preferred
method of state interaction within international organizations such as the United Nations292.
It implies the involvement of a minimum of three actors that are collaborating and
cooperating together in order to find solutions to international problems 293. It may moreover
be defined as “the practice of coordinating national policies in groups of three or more
states, through ad hoc arrangements or by means of institutions”294. As Nel et al. argue, it
is a concept that is based on three main norms. First, states accept to interact among
themselves on the basis of a series of accepted rules. Second, states all share the benefits and
costs of these interactions. Finally, states commit to patience towards their expectations and
to compromise regarding several issues295. From a constructivist perspective, states engage
in multilateralism as they can thereby have an active role in the development of principal
international norms296. The increase in the practice of multilateral diplomacy has moreover
become the main change in the field of modern diplomacy in recent decades, as it contends
the use of bilateralism297. As such, it implies that officials of states are practically involved
in institutions that facilitate cooperation between at least three states 298 . The most
emblematic example of the institutionalization of this type of diplomacy is the UN, as it is
the world’s largest multilateral institution. Its 193 member states and their interactions bring
it to resemble to a permanent international conference299. The evolutions of the end of the
20th century and of the new millennium have led South Africa to commit to this kind of
diplomacy. In the context of the end of the Cold War, combined with the emergence of a
“post-11 September 2001 era”, South Africa became a strong advocate of multilateral
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practices. The country assured itself numerous positions within continental structures and
international organizations300.
South Africa’s commitment to multilateralism was all the more important as it presented a
platform for the country to have a voice and agency. It was moreover considered as an
effective safeguard against hegemonic tensions 301 . Howsoever, this commitment also
paradoxically seemed to reflect the position of an economically aggressive “subimperial
role” in the exploitation of Africa302. As will be discussed later, the prioritisation of an
African agenda was often at the basis of ambiguous multilateral projects. It is nonetheless a
fact that all post-apartheid governments have defended multilateral diplomacy as a modus
operandi and as main strategy behind diplomatic efforts 303. The promotion of rule-based
multilateralism had indeed become considered as the most appropriate institutional form of
carrying out international affairs. This new normative role was of greatest importance in
what Mandela called “an interdependent world”304. It was indeed the governments’ belief
that the democratic transition had given the country sufficient international credibility to
gather votes and have influence in the multilateral fora 305 . As Carlsnaes and Nel argue,
South Africa’s commitment to multilateralism was all the more crucial as it opened avenues
for developing strategies regarding several objectives. Among others, these included as well
the reform of global financial institutions as the promotion of humanitarian measures or the
strengthening international criminal law 306 . For South Africa, multilateralism has since
1994 been considered as the sine qua non medium and international instrument to help
resolve global problems. Having this in mind, it has been long defended by South African
policy makers that the United Nations and its Charter should most ideally be placed in the
middle of world governance. It is in defence of this position that the Mbeki government that
lasted from 1999 to 2008 had continuously been emphasizing “the importance of
multilateralism and the urgent need to revitalise and reform the UN.” 307. Therefore, the
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importance given to the UN as having to assume a pre-eminent role in global affairs was
conditioned by South Africa’s will to reform it, this in concordance with a self-attributed
“moral authority” championing a need for democratization.

While multilateralism has been at the heart of South African diplomacy since 1994, the UN
was from then perpetually considered as a means for international cooperation and at the
heart of its preoccupations. It was indeed the country’s preferred strategy of multilateralism
that international organizations and forums would constitute its main means of work 308. It is
consequently in this sense that upholding the sanctity of the Charter of the UN and
observing its rules became forefront priorities. Moreover, as South Africa considered itself a
voice and “spokesperson” for Africa as well as an “anchor state” of the continent, it felt
responsible for defending the case for African representation 309 . It was (and still is) the
country’s vision that the ‘Permanent 5’ of the Security Council (USA, Britain, Russia,
France, China) think of non-permanent members as “mere extras” in the broader picture of
international relations310. According to Dumisani Kumalo, South African ambassador at the
UN from April 1999 to March 2009, the P5 has major control over the agenda as it decides
both of the identification of threats as of the appropriate actions to be taken regarding these
threats. It is also his view that Africa is under-represented311. It is in this state of mind that
the UN’s 60th anniversary World Summit of 2005 had tremendous consequences as a hope
for structural reform spread worldwide. The African Union’s (AU) “Ezulwini Consensus” of
that same year demanded a reformed Council with two permanent African seats 312. This
proposal formed the basis of the Common African Position on the UNSC. It moreover
insisted on an expansion of the Council from 15 to 26 members, adding 6 new veto-wielding
members (including two for Africa) and five non-permanent rotating seats (also including
two for Africa)313. However, three competing proposals on UNSC reform respectively from
the AU, the G4 and the “Uniting for Consensus group” prevented from gathering the twothirds majority vote required from the UN General Assembly. Any Security Reform was all
the more dead on arrival as America and China had joined efforts into preventing any
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expansion314. Nonetheless, South Africa’s efforts were not in vain, as its election as nonpermanent Security Council Member for 2007-2008 opened the way to a reformist and
unusually peculiar form of multilateralism.

Finally, South Africa had certain priorities and an idea of the legacy it should promote
during its term within the institution. Most certainly, expectations were fuelled that this new
entry would drastically strengthen Africa’s influence in decision making in the Security
Council. South Africa focused both its presidencies of March 2007 and April 2008 on the
matter of enhancing the relationship between the United Nations and regional
organizations 315 . The most promoted of these was particularly the AU, as initiatives
emphasized the need for better and stronger coordination of efforts in peacekeeping and
peace-making issues related to Africa 316 . It is in this line of conduct that South Africa
convened a high-level Security Council meeting leading to the adoption of SC resolution
1809 that called for an effective partnership with the AU in order to respond to emerging
crises on the African continent317. While South Africa continued to pursue UN reform with a
conflict-prevention drive in Africa, it nonetheless sought to link these goals with the
business of the UNSC318. South African officials soon realized the need to focus on what
were considered rather volatile situations like the Middle East and Occupied Palestinian
Territory that have had great repercussion towards Africa. Moreover, the changes in
perceptions of threat and in the nature of power relations in global politics related to
September 11, 2001 had put forward issues such as non-proliferation and counter-terrorism.
It was also South Africa’s view that the hegemonic character of the UN was comforted by
developed countries’ acting as “lead nations” towards certain issues on the Security Council
agenda. This tended to encourage “colonial-like” situations that were seen as undermining
the sovereignty of smaller nations 319 . It is in this sense that South African participation
within the UN Security Council was constructed by the pursuit of a rule-based
multilateralism and by a quest for the sovereignty of smaller states and regions in defiance
of the unilateralism of greater global powers. South Africa most certainly used its influential
position as the chairperson of the larger G77+China Group for 2007. Defining and taking
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advantage of its own moral authority, it fought all the more for the reform of the UN and
other multilateral bodies320. Nonetheless, and as will be discussed later on, South Africa had
a first contentious tenure as a non-permanent member of the UNSC, as it defended positions
or actions countering the narrative of itself being a “moral actor”, leading to sharp
controversy domestically and abroad 321.
It is consequently arguable that South Africa’s commitment to multilateralism has been at
the very least oriented by the place that ‘sovereignty’ and ‘regionalism’ have both taken in a
post-Cold War and post-9/11 globalizing world. The rethinking of these two concepts by
South Africa underpins what some scholars have theorized as a “new hegemonic world”322.
South Africa has sought to transform a world based on ‘hegemony’ considered as
‘domination’. It has in this sense a multilateral inclination to promote structural change and
the legitimacy of global governance rather than its efficiency 323 . As argued by Yolanda
Kemp Spies, the newly democratic regime may have prioritized the form of multilateral fora
(including the UN Security Council) over the substance of their agenda (including human
rights, non-proliferation and other moral high-grounds) 324 . While South Africa took a
foreign policy orientation that was based on cooperation rather than coercion, it did not
prevent it from acting in a way that proved to be perceived as ambiguous and ‘confused’325.
The moral and ostensible normative foundation of its multilateralism was more than ever put
into question. This will next be uncovered with a focus on of South Africa’s first
controversial tenure within the UNSC.

c. South African ambiguities within the UNSC: 2007-2008
1. Foreign Policy orientation
During its controversial two-year (2007-2008) seat as non-permanent Security Council
member, South Africa advocated the sovereign right of states to conduct their domestic
affairs without interference, as it strongly positioned itself against the hegemonic nature of
the Council. Howsoever, its voting behavior has especially been accused of an orientation
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defending rogue behavior among “similar” and like-minded states in the global South, and
particularly Africa326. The country thus seemed to be placing a higher premium on solidarity
than on morality, somehow undermining the very foundation of its multilateralism 327 .
Moreover, the opposition from the part of the South African government to have issues such
as Myanmar, Zimbabwe and Global warming from being included on the agenda of the
Security Council by Western powers has been at the basis of numerous controversies 328. As
such, multilateralism had seemed to have at least partially overshadowed a moral authority
at the expense of a tension between competing ideological positions and pragmaticeconomic drivers 329 . This can be best apprehended by deepening into the foreign policy
orientation of the Mbeki government during the years of the UNSC presidency.

As highlighted previously, a double contradiction existed regarding South African
ideologies. On the one hand within the discontinuity between Mandela’s “transformist
idealism” that is mainly based on ethics and Mbeki’s “reformist ideology” defending
Africa330. On the other hand, a contradiction maintained itself within the inconsistencies
defining Mbeki’s ‘African Renaissance’. This second point can be deepened as Mbeki,
president during South Africa’s first term at the UNSC, is also one of the most prominent
figures of the so-called “second generation” nationalists331. Keeping in mind the idea of a
correlation between foreign policy and national identity, and stressing once again the
importance of ideologies towards the formation of the latest, UNSC ambiguities from the
part of South Africa must necessarily go through an understanding of a general contradictory
positioning. As such, “second generation” nationalists consider the mistakes of the earlier
nationalist leadership as the consequence of machinations from ex-colonial powers as well
as from the Cold War bloc oppositions332. It is in this sense that their anti-colonial agenda is
seen as only realisable within a transformation of the balance of power in the global order333.
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Undeniably, “second generation” nationalists such as Thabo Mbeki are aware of South
Africa’s relative weakness in the international system.

The three responses that have emerged from this have given birth to three seemingly
contending foreign policy orientations334. First, an appeasement strategy has been adopted.
The aim to the international system was mainly reconciliation with existing power holders in
order to win political and economic concessions. While obtaining significant economic and
political benefits, entering into alliances with the U.S. or other Western countries would
enable to get the best deal out of the latest global circumstances. Secondly, the adoption of
an aggressive, militant and anti-imperial posture is to be taken into account. As it is in
contradiction with the previous foreign policy strategy, it makes an emphasis on sovereignty
and anti-colonialism335. This also leads to a third strategic orientation that is the reflection of
a cross between pragmatism and principle, with at its basis the need to reform the global
world order. This orientation howsoever recognizes that’s such an outcome would neither
emerge from only appeasement nor from only delinking from the international system 336. It
is rather consistent with the idea of understanding power relations within the international
system in order to subvert it, also focusing on reforming the global order. Recognizing that
power is always relational, this strategic orientation has been referred by scholars as “softbalancing”337. In the South African case, the practice of this strategy would have involved
both appeasement and subversive engagement.
During its tenure within the UNSC between 2007 and 2008, South Africa’s practice of the
three latest strategic foreign policy orientations has most certainly unveiled a resulting
practice of multilateralism that has been perceived as unprincipled, incoherent or even
arbitrary338. As such, discerning South Africa’s foreign policy orientation leads to question
its political positions on various issues on the Security Council 339 . These multilateral
ambiguities can at best be apprehended by focusing on South Africa’s participation in UN
Security Council decisions. It is indeed a fact that criticism of the country’s tenure in the
UNSC is mostly established on its position on four controversial decisions. South Africa
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indeed worked alongside Russia and China (among others) to prevent the adoption of
resolutions condemning and imposing sanctions on Iran, Sudan, Myanmar and Zimbabwe.
Moreover, it will be relevant to mention that South Africa opposed a discussion on climate
change in April 2007. Along with China, Indonesia, Russia and Qatar, it argued that the
UNSC was not a suited forum for discussing the issue. Paradoxically, it had supported the
struggle on climate change at the G8 Heiligendamm summit340.

2. Controversial decisions
While South Africa has made multilateral diplomacy a priority, the normative direction of its
international involvement remains unclear and often contradictory. Identifying the principles
that underlie the country’s foreign policy has proven to be challenging, as it has already
previously been described as vacillating and characterized by ‘ad-hoc-ery’ 341 . It is
nonetheless arguable that the idea of foreign policy in itself implies a measure of agency, as
policymakers make choices regarding which course of action to undertake342. Keeping in
mind that there are tensions between several foreign policy orientations, the aim will here be
to identify the country’s multilateral contradictions within the Security Council. While a
great proportion of the UNSC’s decisions reflect the alterations that emerge from its
structure, South Africa stood out as a decidedly recalcitrant member of the Council. Its ploys
aimed at obstructing Western powers from using the Security Council as an “influence
extender” are visible in its four most controversial stances343.
Myanmar (/Burma)
On the 12th of January 2007, ten days after South Africa took its seat, the Security Council
voted on a resolution that aimed at condemning the human rights situation in Myanmar. It
sought to call on the military junta to put an end to military attacks against civilians in ethnic
minority regions. The result on the vote of the draft resolution was of nine in favor and three
against (Russia, China and South Africa), with three abstentions (Qatar, Indonesia,
Congo)344. South Africa had thus already attracted domestic and international critics, as it
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joined Russia and China in preventing possible substantive dialogue that may have led to a
“genuine democratic transition”345.

During the debate on the vote, the ambassador and leader of the South African delegation
Dumisani Kumalo stated that the country’s negative vote was justified by three interlinked
premises 346. First that the text would put the “good offices” of the Secretary General in
jeopardy when dealing with delicate issues of security, peace and human rights. Second that
the issues dealt with in the text should be best left to the Human Rights Council (UNHRC).
Thirdly that the draft was arguably not fitting in the mandate granted to the Council by the
Charter 347 . Moreover, Kumalo stated that the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) had demonstrated that Myanmar did not constitute a threat for its neighbors. This
vote was supported by Thabo Mbeki who responded on the same day, advancing that the
decision was in some ways embodying a protest against the Security Council’s
transgressions of international law348. The vote thus seemed to be based on principle, as it
extensively embodied a step towards the preservation of the sovereignty and integrity of the
UN and its organs. Finally, it was South Africa’s feeling that the draft resolution would have
shut any window of communication that had been established with the junta in Myanamar.
This was in view of the fact that the UN Secretary-General for Political Affairs Ibrahim
Gambari had previously been appointed in order to establish channels for confidential and
private communication with the parties in Burma and had managed to do so to a certain
extent349.
Despite these justifications, South Africa never took the matter to the UNHRC350. When the
issue was actually brought up in the Human Rights Council following a violent response
from the part of Myanmar’s military junta to peaceful protests in September 2007, South
Africa was not among the 53 countries calling for a special session on the issue 351 .
Domestic critics such as Archbishop Tutu thus advanced that the vote brought South Africa
to position itself against the human rights of the people of Myanmar. In some sense, it was
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seen as inconsistent with South Africa’s History as it made use of similar arguments that the
ones from the apartheid regime to oppress its victims352. It was thus in Desmond Tutu’s
view that to be in line with its own History, South Africa was meant to have sided with the
Burmese people353. Some analysts also accused South Africa of aligning with Russia and
China in the UNSC. Although the country did affirm its support of Gambari’s attempts to
ease dialogue and improve the human rights condition in Myanmar, South Africa
surprisingly never managed to reach consensus with other African countries in the UNSC
around the issue of Myanmar. It was in the view of countries such as Ghana and Congo that
grave human rights abuses ultimately constituted a threat to international peace and
security354.

As an outcome, public perception world-wide was that the South African government was
willing to give up its moral authority regarding the promotion of human rights. This is all the
more disturbing as it is one of the key pillars of its foreign policy principles 355. South Africa
can therefore be argued to have been scarifying human rights in favor of sovereignty and
non-western interference. Nonetheless, and as San Suu Kyi has become an international
symbol of resistance against oppression, the question of knowing why South Africa did vote
against this resolution persists356.
Iran
On the 24th of March 2007, Germany, Britain, France and the U.S. introduced resolution
1747 before the Security Council. This resolution dealt with the question of the international
community’s response to Iran’s nuclear program, and particularly called on the country to
respect obligations stipulated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the
Treaty on Non-Proliferation357. While most U.N. members had important doubts about the
peaceful intentions of this program, South Africa seemingly did not as it threatened to
abstain in the vote of the resolution.
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The resolution in itself was ultimately adopted unanimously and imposed sanctions aimed at
persuading Iran to limit any further development of its nuclear program 358. The four chief
sponsors of the resolution did manage to secure support from Russia and China, howsoever
by giving up on a number of the most rigid measures. As for South Africa, they managed to
overcome any opposition by adding provisions that made an emphasis on the creation of a
nuclear-free zone in the Middle-East and by highlighting the role that would be given to the
IAEA in dealing with the nuclear dispute regarding Iran. These provisions also secured
backing from Qatar and Indonesia359. It was indeed South Africa’s position that a negotiated
settlement of the quarrel should be achievable, without having recourse to coercive
measures. This was based on a double assumption. On the on hand, that countries should
have the right to exploit nuclear technology for peaceful uses within the framework of
appropriate safeguards. On the other hand, that all countries have the obligation of
disarmament and of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons360. It is in this regard important to
mention that within the IAEA, South Africa had attempted to assert a global consensus on
the meanings of ‘nuclearity’. It had moreover made several and heterogeneously formed
attempts to set boundaries between “the political” and “the technical”. As such, South Africa
had become a “poster child’ of nuclear non-proliferation, as it committed to dismantling its
nuclear capacities in 1993. The political redemption had been accompanied by a nuclear
redemption361.

As South Africa finally voted in favor of UNSC resolution 1747, Ambassador Dumisani
Kumalo stated that this was since “although far from ideal, it is a consequence of concern
about the need to build international confidence in Iran’s nuclear program” 362 . As he
stipulated that South Africa’s principled position was the suppression of all weapons of mass
destruction, he acknowledged that it was also against the development of a nuclear arsenal
by Iran. It was nonetheless also in his view that the coercive measures the Security Council
was in right to impose had to be used cautiously, as he believed in the continuation of
negotiations and political dialogue with the aim of achieving a peaceful solution363. South
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Africa also expressed its disappointment, still arguing that the Security Council was not the
appropriate forum to handle Iran’s nuclear program364. Ebrahim Ismail Ebrahim, Deputy of
International Relations and Co-operation, furthermore stated that South Africa had been
forced to vote for the resolution. According to him, the country did not understand U.N.
protocol dictating that a country cannot vote against or abstain from a resolution in which’s
drafting it had previously been involved in. Ebrahim declared, “We voted for it in the end,
but we wanted to vote against it. We had to explain this to the Iranians”365.

Although other Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) states in the IAEA yielded to pressure and
eventually favored reporting Iran to the Security Council, South Africa remained overall
deeply opposed, despite its positive vote on the resolution concerning Iran’s nuclear
program366. While it wanted a significant weakening of the proposed sanctions and a 90-day
intermission to permit farther negotiations with Iran, the final resolution was adopted
unanimously and quite alike to its original form. Nonetheless, South Africa continued to
express its disappointment and to argue against dealing with Iran’s nuclear program within
the Security Council 367 . Once again, the reasons underpinning this controversial attitude
seem unclear.
Sudan
In July 2007, South Africa backed Sudan and opposed a draft resolution that raised the
possibility of imposing sanctions against combatants who attack civilians and obstruct peace
efforts. It also raised the option of imposing these sanctions against specific parties to the
conflict that refuse to cooperate with UNAMID, the UN-AU hybrid peacekeeping mission in
Darfur368. Kumalo defended that any mention of sanctions would be ‘totally unacceptable”.
What followed was an enhancement of international observers’ disappointment, as South
Africa was already expected to make bigger efforts in addressing what is seen as one of the
worst humanitarian crises of the contemporary world369.
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It is first important to mention that South Africa’s relations with Sudan date back to the
apartheid regime. It is indeed in the 1990’s that the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army
(SPLA) had forged a relationship with the ANC while seeking support against threats of
military campaigning from an adverse Sudanese Party. While the SPLA had split into two
factions in 1991, its reunification in 2003 led to the signing of a new ‘memorandum of
political understanding’ with the African National Congress. While under Mandela, South
Africa’s foreign policy towards Sudan had been marked by the solidarity with its people,
Mbeki’s presidency led to a foreign policy rather informed by the African agenda. It is in
this sense that normalizing relations with the SPLA and working toward a stabilization of
region had become priorities, as Mbeki refused to become directly involved in mediating the
conflict370. Nonetheless, South Africa continued to play a prominent role both as chair of the
AU Committee on Post Conflict Reconstruction Process in Sudan and as participator to the
AU peacekeeping mission in Darfur 371 . South Africa’s involvement in efforts to resolve
diverse aspects of the violent conflict in the region had led it to consistently pull the
problems in Sudan towards the jurisdiction of the AU372.

When opposing itself to the draft resolution to impose sanctions against Sudan in July 2007,
South Africa once again got to apply its soft diplomatic touch intended at challenging the
West and as an effort to hold them back373. South Africa had as such remained engaged in
the peace process in Sudan only at a regional level, as it sought to obstruct debates about
Sudan’s human rights transgressions in the global fora. South Africa had in fact repeatedly
tried to undermine efforts addressing the Darfur human rights crisis within the UNHRC374.
In a pursuit of institutionalizing pan-Africanism, the wish to regionalize the issue of Sudan
minimized the role of the U.S. and the West in defining and consequently shaping political
events on the African continent. In a way, it was a manifestation of leadership from the part
of South Africa, as well amongst African States as amongst the developing world in
general375. Moreover, South Africa sided with the AU and the Arab League in 2008 asking
for the resolution renewing UNAMID to include a call on the ICC to defer for 12 months
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any possible indictment of Sudan’s president Al-Bashir. Although this was refused by the
Security Council, language taking note of the AU request was included, stating the desire to
reconsider the issue in the Security Council at a later time 376 . This set of actions is
nonetheless in line with the consistent lack of criticism Pretoria has shown towards the
excessive and systematic use of force against civilians from the part of Khartoum377.

The positive relationship South Africa has historically had with Sudan since the end of
apartheid is inconsistent with a commitment to democracy and human rights. While a fair
deal of intentional inaction towards the Darfur catastrophe is reflective of an anti-Imperialist
posture, it remains hard to see how the strategy of blocking international cooperation against
a dictatorial regime alters the inequalities of the international system or yields benefits to the
Global South378. South Africa’s position towards Sudan has once again led many to accuse
the country of conciliating Karthoum and authorizing the continuation of oppression towards
the Sudanese people. Given South Africa’s historical wrestle against apartheid, granted
moral authority and commitment to democracy and human rights, its position on the
Sudanese resolution(s) is especially troubling379.
Zimbabwe
On the 28th of March 2007, Britain urged the UN Security Council to reprimand
Zimbabwe’s President Robert Mugabe, as a political crisis arose because of the government
security forces’ crackdown on the political opposition. It was indeed the UK’s vision that the
Security Council’s action on Zimbabwe should be accelerated in order to match the ones of
regional organizations such as the Southern African Development Community (SADC)380.
Nonetheless, the UNSC soon became a theatre of contestation between main Western
powers and African representatives led by South Africa. Pretoria’s management of the crisis
situation was thrust into the international spotlight as it opposed any intervention in
Zimbabwe, arguing that the matter did not constitute a threat to international peace and
security381.
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Relations between Zimbabwe and the World had already been a source of tension after
Mugabe’s 1980 internationally supervised elections, as his ruthless and autocratic tendencies
soon became evident382. Moreover, the renewed crisis that took place in the country shortly
after Mbeki took office led Zimbabwe to be in economic freefall. The macroeconomic
mismanagement of the early 2000’s was being all the more aggravated by a corrupt and
clientelist ruling elite. Mugabe’s use of increasingly illegal and violent means such as racial
politics and political repression to remain in power did not prevent Thabo Mbeki from
adopting a “quiet diplomacy” strategy towards Zimbabwe 383 . The resulting “cognitive
dissonance” 384 was apparent as the South African government regularly called on the
international community to drop the ‘smart sanctions’ against Mugabe’s regime. It has also
been suggested that South Africa remained silent on the Zimbabwean issue in retour for its
vote within international organizations385. Quite evidently, a substantial amount of evidence
was to show that South Africa had been protecting Mugabe’s regime from international
sanctions and criticism 386 . It may than seem less troubling to consider that Dumisani
Kumalo called the March 2009 British request ‘surprising’, as he defended that the
Zimbabwean matter was an internal affair that did not call for the UNSC’s attention. At the
same time, hundreds of thousands of Zimbabweans had been constrained to mass migrate to
South Africa, as their country of origin embodied repression and an inflationary free-fall of
the economy387.

Furthermore, the efforts put in by Britain to put the issue of Zimbabwe on the table in the
Security Council encouraged the already broad suspicion in Africa that it was at the root of
the Zimbabwean crisis. Already in 2005, several countries including the US, Denmark,
France and Japan supported a provision invoked by Britain in order for the Council to be
briefed about a UN Special Envoy report on Zimbabwe. Opposed to the move was the whole
African contingent of the UNSC, together with Russia and China388. The veto of these two
latest countries was constantly counted on by South Africa in order to block any Western
efforts to bring the Zimbabwean crisis onto the UNSC agenda, even though pressure groups
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were advancing that crimes against humanity were being perpetrated in the country. While
South Africa repeatedly opposed Western powers and their attempts to bring the issue within
the Security Council, it nonetheless defended that the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) was the best environment to solve the crisis389. It is indeed a fact that
while media images of police brutality were spreading around the world in March 2007, the
SADC convened an ‘extraordinary’ meeting of Heads of states and governments to talk over
security matters in the region390. Although Thabo Mbeki had directly been appointed by the
SADC to facilitate dialogue between the Zimbabwean government and the opposition, the
organization failed at achieving quick results ahead of the controversial 29th March 2008
elections in Zimbabwe 391 . In the following of these elections and in the same line of
conduct, South Africa, together with Russia, China, Libya and Vietnam successfully
opposed a draft resolution that aimed at imposing sanctions on Zimbabwe as a result of
Mugabe’s reelection and of a worsening of the human rights situation. While this resolution
was supported by 10 Council members led by the USA, South Africa’s position amplified
the contested character of the Zimbabwean case between African nations and the West392.
Quite evidently, the Zimbabwe case has been an example of South Africa’s preference for
political stability over democracy, and of an effort to protect the sovereignty of an African
and developing country393. While it seems clear that the UK played politics and that South
Africa’s response was formulated with this in mind, it is hardly deniable that the
Zimbabwean population suffered outraging human rights abuses394. Question of the reasons
underpinning such decisions arise. As advanced by observers, Mbeki’s policy on Zimbabwe
remains puzzling395.

3. Final assessments and Conclusion
In all four cases considered, South Africa sided with illiberal and authoritarian regimes. This
has been motivated on the grounds that the US, European countries and the “Western
World” in general were adopting a behavior that encouraged a hegemonic posture. Or these
countries were violating existing rules of the UN system by tabling issues in structures that
389
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were not appropriate, or they were targeting specific countries towards which they had
hostility396. Nonetheless, South Africa found itself reluctantly accused of betraying its own
legacy of human rights struggle, as the country arguably opposed the strategies and
traditions that had allowed it to free itself from apartheid abuses 397. Although South African
foreign policy could now be described as rather anti-imperialist in tenor, it remained highly
criticized for being fundamentally hypocritical and confused 398 . The unclear and often
contradictory normative direction of South Africa’s international involvement within the
UNSC will best be apprehended by focusing on the country’s conflictual relationship with
liberal principles, both from a subnational and supranational perspective. Finally, focusing
on the issues of climate change and counter-terrorism within the UNSC will broaden the
scope of South African departures from liberalism.

To begin with, while some of the contradictions of South African foreign policy and their
expression within the United Security Council have been identified, one must keep in mind
that the idea of foreign policy implies a degree of agency. Policymakers thus have a certain
liberty in choosing the course of action they will pursue. These choices have a degree of
normativity as they embody expressions about what actions should be relegated or
foregone399. As we will attempt to link foreign policy and national identity, one can present
South Africa’s foreign policy contradictions as torn by different identity struggles on
different identity levels. Considering national identity formation as being the result of the
interplay between a subnational, national and supranational scale will have relevance.
Indeed, and as it has been reiterated by several scholars, too little attention has been paid “to
the overall thrust of South African foreign policy: the normative principles that underlie
Pretoria’s interaction with the international community” 400 . Hence, and as defended by
Eduard Jordaan, one can focus on the way in which liberal aspects of South African foreign
policy have been strained both at a domestic and at an international scale. Therefore,
multilateralism within the UNSC will be looked upon as a deviation from liberalist
principles, with a focus on the prescriptive aspects of liberalism401. It is in this sense that
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‘liberalism’ will be considered as “a perspective on what is morally correct” rather than as
“a theory that explains international interactions” 402 . Although an entire book could be
dedicated to an extensive definition, liberalism considers human rights as universally
applicable, and has in recent years been leaning towards acceptance of state sovereignty
violation in order to preserve these rights403.

From a domestic perspective, the identity struggles around an ethnic and racial dimension
previously highlighted come to play as a source of pressure on the liberal aspects of South
Africa’s foreign policy. While citizens are mainly excluded from the process of
implementing foreign policy decisions, domestic debates and political beliefs are to be found
in South Africa’s external actions404. Eduard Jordaan identifies three main domestic political
battles that offer a frame for a fair amount of the country’s foreign policy. These are
respectively debates concerning the role of the state in the economy, the nature of
democracy and the issue of race 405 . First, the debate around the role of the state in the
economy has arguably been revived by the end of apartheid as the ANC adopted the
‘Growth, Employment and Redistribution’ plan (GEAR). This was a neoliberal response to
globalization and its economic pressures. Nonetheless, expectations were mainly that the
party would pursue interventionist and redistributionist economic policies in view of its
leftist leanings. While such liberalization has been pursued by Mbeki, it nonetheless
highlighted a tension between externally oriented Capital and the ANC’s economic left406.
The post-apartheid democratic transition also had a faire role to play in the second domestic
debate, as it reinvigorated confrontations concerning the nature of democracy. The fight
against apartheid indeed implied the idea of equality among people, as liberal principles
were at the basis of the new democracy. In the line of ideas of the slogan ‘one person, one
vote’, elements such as the rule of law, a liberal constitution and independent media were
strong markers. Nonetheless, the Mbeki years have witnessed the upcoming of several
attacks on these liberal components, such as the undermining of judicial independence407.
Finally, the debate about the issue of race also offers a frame for South Africa’s foreign
402
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policy. While it is a fact that the end of apartheid has been based on a fight against
oppression, Mbeki’s has postured himself as a ‘non-racialism promotor’ while at the same
time promoting one racial group through “positive discrimination”. This has revealed being
most delicate408.
From an international perspective, the ambiguities existing around South Africa’s foreign
policy identity can also serve as a framework for discerning the country’s departures from
liberalism. The uncertainties around defining it as a “regional hegemon”, “middle power” or
“emerging middle power” did nothing but highlight a foreign policy that has been pulled in
heterogeneous directions. While these contradictions have been depicted in the chapter
concerning ‘Identity construction in the international realm’, it is nonetheless useful to
remind that South Africa has persistently been torn between the West and several
developing country groupings. From an economic perspective, Pretoria has indeed had to
conciliate the interests of global capital with the ones of marginalized groups. A certain
degree of loyalty to groupings such as the African Union can thus be argued to have pulled
South Africa away from entirely championing typically Western liberal postures 409 .
According to Eduard Jordaan, South Africa’s characteristics as a “middle power” have led it
to pursue strategies that paradoxically sought to endorse and at the same time delegitimize
the values of a Western-led international order 410 . Therefore, Jordaan also argues that
“South African middlepowership frequently breaks out of the liberal normative band”411.
Adam Habib’s conception of South Africa being a “regional hegemon” also highlights this
incongruity. The author indeed argues that this status implies for South Africa to be
confronted to a series of obligations, responsibilities and privileges that separate it from its
African counterparts 412 . In this sense, South Africa has been confronted to a number of
imperatives that have led it to be torn between acting as an African representative and fully
adhering to liberalism. While the interactions with countries at the continental and global
level matter in the framing of the country’s identity and interests, South Africa can once
again be argued to display signs of several and sometimes contradictory “archetypes” of
foreign policy identities. These would have led the country to be pulled in different
directions and to exercise significant pressures on its adherence to liberalist principles.
408
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Finally, the four cases presented are not exhaustive multilateral examples of South Africa’s
conflictual relationship with liberal principles. In this line, one may also take into
consideration two further issues regarding South African multilateralism during its first
tenure at the UNSC. First, the Security Council discussed climate change and related
security issues on the 17th April 2007413. It was the UK’s view that this debate had a place in
the Council as it was “about the world recognizing that there is a security imperative… for
tackling climate change and for our beginning to build a shared understanding of the
relationship between energy, climate and security” 414 . The aim was consequently to
securitize climate change as it was considered likely to drive conflict in world politics415.
Howsoever, South Africa opposed the UK’s view alongside Russia, China, Qatar and
Indonesia. It was their vision that the issue of climate change did not find its place within the
UNSC. Nonetheless, South Africa had endorsed battling climate change at the G8 summit of
Heiligendamn the very same year416. Quite evidently, bringing climate change on the table
of the Security Council revived the North-South divide417. The second issue to be accounted
for is the one of ‘the war on terror’. While South Africa had been opposed to the militaryheavy approach especially preferred by Washington after September 11, US-South African
diplomatic relations on the issue of terrorism strained all the more in January 2007 418 .
Indeed, the US Treasury named two South Africans as Specially Designated Global
Terrorists and submitted their names (Junaid and Farhad Dockrat) to the Sanctions
Committee on Al-Qaeda and the Taliban for designation by the UNSC. The South African
response was to implore the 1267 committee (in charge of imposing sanctions against the
Taliban and Al-Qaeda) to postpone the UN designations. While the country pushed for
defending the rights of its citizens, South Africa has been robustly accused by Western
powers of being too soft on counter-terrorism419.

While South African multilateralism during its first tenure in the United Nations Security
Council has been periodically marked by contradictions and apparent confusion, it has
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frequently been unstable in its commitment to liberal principles. The role that national
identity construction has towards these departures from liberalism is not to be neglected as
both domestic and international levels of identification seem to interplay. South Africa had
indeed been following a neo-liberal script in tone with the economic ties it has with the USA
and Europe. Nonetheless, the country simultaneously aligned with others in search of a
“stable, post-liberal social world” 420 . South Africa’s attempts to associate the African
Agenda with the work of global peace, governance structures and security have been
conditioned by the role of UN multilateralism as the hallmark of the post-apartheid era.
Strikingly, the ‘post 9/11’ world made way for unilateralism and a doctrine of pre-emption
championed by great powers 421 . By consequently intending on a rule-based system and
seeking to defer matters elsewhere than to the Security Council, South Africa acted out of
character and often inconsistently. This unpredictability has been all the more troubling as
the country has human rights at the core of its foreign policy. Undeniably, this persistent
image of irregularity has imperiled South Africa’s credibility as possible facilitator
regarding North-South dialogue and overall cooperation422.

IV) Using Critical Discourse Analysis
As required by Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), we have now successfully deepened our
understanding of the conceptual and historical contexts of the post-apartheid identity
struggles. We also have better grasp on the multilateral ambiguities of South Africa in the
UNSC during its 2007-2008 tenure. This part will consequently aim at analyzing discourses
from South African Elites. Using Critical discourse analysis will here enable to further
explore a relationship of causality between discursive practices linked to a blurry national
identity formation and ambiguous multilateral practices.

Because the aim is here to analyze ways in which national identity can be interpreted
discursively, one have to keep in mind a view of identity as being at the same time
structured and unstable423. Therefore, and as I have previously tried to demonstrate, the
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basic assumption will be that “there is no such thing as the one and only national identity in
an essentializing sense”424. As defended by Wodak, nations can be considered as mental
constructs, or ‘imagined communities’, in which national identities are produced,
transformed or dismantled by the use of discourse425. Moreover, because CDA assumes that
discourse is central to social and political life, understanding discursive practices is in this
logic analogous to understanding the underlying logic of the social and political organization
of a specific arena426.

a. Empirical Sources
As the method here used is based on analyzing speech acts and the performative nature of
language, it seems important to focus on texts that have been expressed at some point.
Moreover, I will take into account the fact that there is a need to examine discourses that are
analogous but also prior to the question of multilateral ambiguities in 2007 and 2008. This
will arguably enable to have a fuller understanding of the way in which certain aspects of
national identification have become dominant. There is thus in choosing the empirical
sources a question of delimitation of time but also of genre427. In my view, one can add the
question of delimitation of space.

Regarding the question of genre, one has to keep in mind that critical discourse analysis
works on public texts. Therefore, and as defended by Ole Waever, one stays at the level of
discourse. This implies that there is no intention to uncover thoughts or hidden intentions.
The objective is merely to work on open sources and to use them as what they are instead of
indicators of something else.428. Moreover, CDA claims that language only gains power by
the use that powerful people make of it. As claimed by Ruth Wodak, this is why critical
discourse analysis preferably analyzes the language of individuals in power 429. This latest
assessment will have relevance in our case as South African leaders are the ones that have a
degree of agency in framing foreign policy orientations and by extension, multilateralism
within the UNSC. Regarding the question of space, on has to keep in mind that the
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constructive nature that we have given to South Africa’s national identity implies that it is
the product of identity struggles at several levels. Therefore, discursive practices implying
national identity are not restricted to the single frame that is the United Nations Security
Council. South African officials have indeed mostly invoked identity related issues outside
of the organization during their first tenure as non-permanent member.

Therefore, the Empirical Sources have been chosen by delineating a peculiar genre
timeframe, and spaceframe. First, the genre implies that the texts chosen will thus be the
ones of South African Elites, and peculiarly the leaders that have had a degree of agency in
framing South Africa’s national interest, identity and consequent decisions and votes within
the United Nations Security Council. These will be public and available discourses from
influential figures such as President Thabo Mbeki, his late 2008 successor Kgalema
Motlanthe, the Minister of foreign affairs Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, Ambassador
Dumisani Kumalo, Ambassador A.S. Minty, Ambassador George Nene, the Deputy Minister
Aziz Pahad, the Deputy Minsiter to the Human Rights Council Johnny de Lange, the
Minister of Social Development Dr Zola Sidney Themba Skweyiya, Deputy Minister Sue
van Der Merwe, Minister Jan Kubis, Chief Director Xolisa Mabhongo and public statements
released by the South African Government. Second, the timeline will be the one going from
January 2006 to December 2008. This indeed takes the 2007-2008 non-permanent tenure
into consideration, and as discussed, enables to examine a slice of discourse that is prior to
our question. As meanings are created over time, this will arguably allow a better
understanding of national identity conceptions430. Finally, the spaceframe will not be limited
to discourses and statements made within the Security Council. As Identity is seen as the
result of a construction, it implies that is expressed both at a subnational and supranational
level. While “identities emerge in turn from the historical interplay of domestic and
international experiences and social change, with circumstances and the ascription of roles
by the outsiders as powerful factors” 431, it will also be appropriate to consider discourses
addressed at a domestic public and discourses addressed at an international public outside of
the UN Security Council. Discussions with actors that are exogenous to South African
politics will also have their relevance in this analysis.
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Hence, the Empirical Sources will primarily be public discourses emanating from South
African Elites, whilst certain of these include discussions and statements made by external
actors. The discourses considered will be the ones addressed between the years 2006 and
2008 in a wide range of domestic and international fora, as identity can arguably only be
grasped by taking into account a broader context than the one framed by the question. The
database that these discourses constitute is retrievable in annex 1.

b. Method of analysis
Critical discourse analysis implies a deconstructing and interpretative reading. Therefore, it
is often defended that there are no specific guidelines to follow 432 . Nonetheless, Ole
Waever’s constructivist approach to discourse analysis will here have relevance as it implies
to detect small constellations of concepts that form a “nucleus of meaning” from which most
of a national discourse can be produced433. Hence, Waever also defends that because identity
is a relational concept, it is (re)produced by the means of a juxtaposition between selves and
others. It is therefore that it is seen possible and necessary to identify specific concepts that
have historically taken great importance as “vehicles of identity production” 434 .

By

delimiting a core constellation, one can critically explore patterns of language use and
discern the nature of a constructed national identity 435 .Moreover, resorting to the
subcategory of ‘thematic analysis’ will arguably enable to identify relevant categories of
themes in a body of data 436 . ‘Themes’ are here to be considered as a bunch of linked
categories transmitting similar meanings and generally emerging through an inductive
analytic process. It is this inductive process that characterizes the qualitative paradigm.

Each discourse will consequently be read by keeping in mind a search for identity related
arguments. As I have previously deconstructed South African national identity as the result
of identity struggles on several levels, it will have relevance to identify language use that
testifies of these struggles, mostly inherited from apartheid. Namely, the aim will be to read
and identify arguments that are related to the three dimensions that are conflicting social
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identities, conflicting ideologies and identity construction in the international realm. The
analysis will be guided by a search for the articulations presented in the following Table.

Semantic Areas

Inherent

Examples

Contradictions/Ambiguities
1. Conflicting

X Heterogeneous nature of South

X ‘Race’; ‘Color’,

Social Identities

Africa’s social identities. Strong

‘Ethnicity’; ‘ Social

ethnic and racial dimension

division/imbalances’;

inherited from apartheid.

‘Reconciliation’; ‘Nation
Building.’.

2. Conflicting

X Contradiction between

X ‘Human Rights’;

Ideologies

Mandela’s transformist idealism

‘democracy’; ‘global

and Mbeki’s reformist ideology.

peace’ vs. ‘reformism’;
‘African orientation’.

X Inherent inconsistency within

X - ‘equitable multilateral

Mbeki’s African Renaissance:

reform’ vs. ‘South-South

-‘Democracy’ vs. ‘Anti-

solidarity’; ‘sovereignty’;

Imperialism’, ‘Pan-Africanism’

‘regionalism’;

and ‘South-South solidarity’.

‘Africanism’.

- Simultaneous Aggressive and

-‘Criticize’; ‘denouncing’

Appeasing strategy towards the

vs ‘dialogue’;

West.

‘cooperation’; ‘friendship’

3. Identity

X Continental Constraints:

X ‘democracy’; ‘global

Construction in

‘Moral foreign policy’ vs.

peace’ vs. ‘African

the international

‘Solidarity with African and

Identity’; ‘continental

realm

ANC supporting countries’.

integration’; ‘African
independence’.

X Global Constraints: -

X -‘social equity’; ‘wealth

‘Socialism’ vs. ‘(neo)-

redistribution’ vs.

liberalism/pragmatism’.

‘liberalization’.

- Globalization, end of Cold War

- ‘world change

and “post-9/11 era” as constraints

consciousness’;
70

towards consistent FP.

‘globalization’ and related
events

X International Identity:

X ‘global cooperation’;

Defining South Africa as an

‘multilateralism’ vs.

‘emerging middle-power’ vs.

‘regional leadership’;

‘regional hegemon’.

‘leadership recognition’

c. Analysis
This part will present an analysis of the 53 speeches that have been selected to constitute the
database. All these texts have been publicly released by the International relations and
cooperation section of the Department of International Relations and Cooperation of the
Republic of South Africa 437 . While these all incorporate declarations or discussions
involving South African officials, they differ in regard of circumstances and of the public to
which they are addressed. As a matter of fact, these speeches are for some addressed to the
South African population and/or other South African representatives through the General
Assembly. Others are addressed to foreign officials in the context of bilateral
events/negotiations, with an emphasis on discussions with the permanent 5 of the UNSC.
Finally, some are addressed to foreign officials through multilateral institutions such as the
AU, the Group of 77 or the United Nations bodies. The diversity of the selected spaceframe
will arguably enable to have a sharper grasp on South African identity struggles as they are
constructed and not solely limited to the Security Council. I will here attempt to select the
most salient linguistic fulfilments that embody the key narratives of identity struggles in the
dimensions referred to in the above Table, or what we can call the three main semantic
macro-areas related to national identity construction.
1. Discourse and conflicting Social Identities
The first main semantic area is the one of conflicting social identities. Indeed, I have
previously highlighted that race and ethnicity have not faded away in the social
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identification process of the “post-apartheid era” 438 . This issue arises in South African
officials’ discourses as they seem to acknowledge that nationals still rather built their
identity around racial and ethnic dimensions, in a way that is analogous to the process of
social class formation but also surpasses it. This can easily be deducted by analyzing the
following paragraphs from Mbeki’s 9th February 2007 State of the Nation:

For too long our country […] was a place in which to be born black was to
inherit a lifelong curse. It was a place in which to be born white was to carry a
permanent burden of fear and hidden rage… […] We are greatly encouraged that
our General Elections of a fortnight ago confirmed the determination of all our
people, regardless of race, colour and ethnicity, to work together to build a South
Africa defined by a common dream… […] A critical leg of these social
interventions should be the intensification of joint efforts among all South
Africans to improve social cohesion. […] the issue of our variety of identities and
the overarching sense of belonging to South Africa needs to be better canvassed
across society, in a manner that strengthens our unity as a nation.439.
In this extract, Thabo Mbeki recognizes that the ethnic and racial divisions of the apartheid
still gloom on the supposedly newly democratic South Africa in which he speaks. While
addressing the nation, the South African President commits to nation-building, has he speaks
of a ‘common dream’ in his pursuit for social unity. Six days later, he reiterated his vision,
strongly admitting confusion in the social process of South African identification:

I am still uncertain as to whether we have developed sufficient national cohesion
enabling all of us to speak in a common vocabulary that we share, whatever
language we use. […] After all, whereas, daily we proclaim ourselves a nation,
that we are a nation, which can share in a national interest, or are we merely a
collection of communities that happen to inhabit one geopolitical space! […]The
new nation cannot come into being on the basis of the perpetuation of the
extraordinary imbalances we have inherited from the past. It cannot be founded
on the entrenchment of the apartheid legacy. […]But we rarely speak about the
change or the absence of change in our minds […] I must repeat that we have
been reluctant to ask ourselves the critically important question about what has
happened to the South African mind during these 13 years of freedom440.
Here again, Thabo Mbeki makes an emphasis on the social inequalities inherited from the
apartheid past. Moreover, he insistently expresses uncertainty about the South African social
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identification process, as there is confusion about the way in which society has transformed
since the political dispensation of 1994. This confusion seems to be justified by a “jam
between two ages”. As expressed in the following discourse from 26th February 2007 by the
South African Minister of Foreign Affairs Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, the South African
society seems to be confronted to difficulties in detaching itself from its segregationist past:
[…] we still face challenges. These emanate from attitudes and stubborn racial
stereotypes born of nostalgia for apartheid and in some cases resistance to and
fear of change. It therefore becomes difficult to change attitudes in this
environment. […]Real reconciliation and nation building can only happen when
the South African people, black and white, through their own initiative, without
any prompting from government, take visible and decisive steps to break down the
racial walls that still define us.441
Dlamini Zuma reiterates the need to promote reconciliation in an effort towards nation
building. There is evidently the acknowledgement that the attitudes and identifications of the
apartheid era are still prominent. Moreover, these seem to be so profoundly anchored that
there is a difficulty in enhancing social cohesion. South Africans are depicted as being
defined by racial categorizations. Finally, the following discourse extract of Mbeki’s address
to the Nation from 21 September 2008 will deepen the understanding of these linguistic
processes:

We have sought to advance this vision precisely because we understood that we
would fail in the struggle to achieve the national and social cohesion that our
country needs, as well as the national unity we require to enable us to act
together to address the major challenges we face. […] South Africa belongs to all
who live in it, black and white, and that no government can justly claim
authority unless it is based on the will of all the people. […] we all have an
equal obligation to build a society that is united, democratic, non-racial, nonsexist and prosperous.442
It is therefore apparent in these Leaders’ discourses that race and ethnicity have not faded
away in the social identification process of the so-called new South Africa. It is noticeable
that over 14 years after the end of apartheid these officials do not only recognize that South
Africans still rather built their identity around an ethnic and racial dimension but also admit
to a certain degree of confusion. This confusion is all the more accentuated in the light of the
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duration of the struggle for national cohesion. The effort made towards inclusion and
Nation-building is therefore admitted to be difficult in the light of a long lasting
heterogeneity in the social identification process. Mbeki and Zuma acknowledge that
regarding society, the post-apartheid ‘democratic transition’ is in many ways merely at its
premises. As to quote adv. Johhny de Lange, at the time South African Minister for Justice
at the High-level segment of the Human Rights Council: “Our ultimate ideal is to create
economic and political space […] where all of our citizens can enjoy in the prosperity of our
country. This is the national identity we are striving to achieve”443.
2. Discourse and conflicting Ideologies
The second main semantic area is the one of conflicting ideologies. As I have previously
highlighted, one can depict a double contradiction444. On the one hand, Mbeki’s ‘reformist
ideology’ marks in many ways a discontinuity with his predecessor Mandela’s ‘transformist
idealism’. On the other hand, Mbeki’s own ideology of ‘African Renaissance’ is marked by
inconsistencies. While it promotes democracy and reformism towards an equitable
multilateral system, it is at the same time anti-Imperialist and Africa/Global South oriented.
It is therefore inter alia simultaneously appeasing and aggressive towards the Western world.
The aim will thus be to uncover these contradictions from South African leaders’ discourses.
First, the issue of discontinuity between Mandela’s and Mbeki’s respective ideologies can be
brought to light by revealing their concurrent existences. One can therefore uncover a
tension between Mandela’s heritage of ‘ethics and idealism’ and Mbeki’s reformist
aspirations. The following discourse extracts directly refer to the first:
[…] our former President Nelson Mandela had this to say: “[…] The choice of
our nation is not whether the past should be revealed, but rather to ensure that it
comes to be known in a way which promotes reconciliation and peace." […] was
a crucial component of our country's transition to full and free democracy.
[…]Based on our historical experiences and commitment to uphold human
rights and fundamental freedoms, there exists a scope between our governments
to co-operate in shaping the international human rights agenda and
discourse.445
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Today, Friday 18 July 2008 we join the peoples of our country, the region and
indeed the entire universe in celebrating a life that epitomises the struggle for
peace, democracy and justice in our country – Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela.
[…]We ourselves who continue to strive for a better South Africa, in a better
Africa and a better world, do so inspired like Nelson Mandela by none other than
the commitment and dedication on the cause of humanity, freedom and justice!446
Both these discourse passages explicitly advocate in favour of the values that had been
advanced during Mandela’s time. In the first dating from 26th February 2007, Mbeki directly
refers to his predecessor’s commitment to human rights, global peace and democracy, with
the idea of reemphasizing these issues within the international human rights discourse and
agenda. This is also the case in the second extract dating from the 18th July 2008, in which
Dlamini Zuma reiterates this general commitment. In this same line, South African officials
also have often expressed their commitment to nuclear non-proliferation, maintaining these
moral grounds447. Nonetheless, the contradicting “Anti-Western” reformist aspirations of the
Mbeki period are to be found in the following quotations:
[…] South Africa shall continue to work with all members of the United Nations
General Assembly in pursuit of the comprehensive reform of the United Nations
including the reform and expansion of the United Nations Security Council.448
Together with other countries we continue to advance the collective agenda of
the South through pushing for UN reform and the conclusion of the Doha Round
of trade talks in a manner that it ensures that it meets the needs of the developing
world.449
When we went into the Security Council one of our priority mandates was to
ensure that issues that are of importance to countries of the South, particularly
Africa are issues that do not fall behind the agenda of the Security Council.450
These paragraphs testify of the prominence of a reformist orientation towards multilateral
institutions within South Africa’s foreign policy. What here seems to be discordant with the
‘transformist idealism’ inherited from Mandela is that the transformative agenda advanced
by South Africa somehow undermines the idealist nature of International cooperation in
favour of Africa and the Global South. The ambiguities of the coexistence of two ideologies
446
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are here disclosed as the limitations of an idealism that has been embedded in a postapartheid South-Africa come to light.

This latest finding is directly related to the second question that is the one of inherent
inconsistencies within Mbeki’s own ‘African Renaissance’ as it is at its premises. This
ideological commitment is indeed characterized by an outlook based on paradigms that are
democracy, anti-Imperialism and Africanism451. As these latest arguably lead foreign policy
decisions to stand across purposes with each other, it has been possible to identify them
within some of the selected discourses. This first extract from the 23rd of May 2007 directly
refers to the democratic and inclusive nature of South Africa’s commitment to the “African
Renaissance”:

Certainly we can all agree that the vision of the African Renaissance is an allembracing vision that draws its inspiration from the rich and diverse history and
cultures of Africa. It acknowledges Africa as the cradle of humanity, whilst
providing a framework for the modern Africa to re-emerge as a significant
partner in a world characterised by co-operation not conflict, sharing not greed,
multi-lateralism not unilateralism, democracy and good governance not
autocracy, equality and social justice not inequality, respect for fundamental
human rights […]452
[…] the need for a multilateral system is today, as was envisaged by Tennyson,
the only way to save nations from destroying one another. The United Nations is
the global primary instrument by which the world should solve its problems.453
Regarding the first extract, it is in the context of describing the (re)emergence of an “African
Identity” that Deputy minister Aziz Pahad here directly refers to a vision that is allembracing. While it does refer to Africa as being at the root of Humanity, it is nonetheless
committing to Global cooperation, multilateralism, human rights and democracy.

The

second extract from Dlamini Zuma’s 13 February 2007 national Assembly address moreover
insists on the role of the United Nations a main multilateral instrument. While the
“democratic” paradigm is here preeminent, the following extracts however give another
perspective on the issue, as they are rather anti-Imperialist and make an emphasis on a
prioritization of Africa.
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To defeat this neo-colonial stranglehold, we have developed our own path of
development as reflected in the Constitutive Act authorising the establishment of
the African Union (AU) and the AU development and reconstruction programme,
the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD). […]The voice of the
African masses must be heard in the ongoing process to strengthen African cooperation and unity454
South Africa’s strategic interests, however, cannot be separated from Africa’s
strategic interests.455
Unless the ideals of freedom, justice and equality become the character of the
UN- the dominant will continue to dictate to the dominated while the dream of
the dominated will forever be deferred.456
What is mainly noticeable in these latest discourse citations is that the inclusive nature of
multilateral cooperation at first pointed out is replaced by a commitment to a so-called
African Identity that is strongly anti-colonial, reiterating the importance given to the African
Union. The Pan-Africanist nature of Mbeki’s ‘African Renaissance’ is thus all the more
unveiled by the anti-Imperialist posture adopted, peculiarly in regard to the United Nations.
Also consolidating this latest point is a strong allegiance to ‘Third World’ Solidarity. This
will be inquired in the following excerpts:
[…] South Africa wishes to pay tribute to the Member States of the Group of 77
and China whose solidarity and collective spirit ensured that the Group was able
to reach important outcomes […] while protecting the interests of developing
countries.457
Yet another defining moment in our relations came as part of the birth and
development of the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Movement in the 1950s, as
Africa and Asia entered the period of decolonisation. […] we must also express
our sincere appreciation of Indonesia's solidarity with us […] friendship and
solidarity of the people of South Africa for their Indonesian brothers and
sisters.458
[…] we in South Africa will never forget the Non-Aligned Movement’s
unwavering support in our struggle against apartheid in the multilateral arena,
in particular in the United Nations. […] It is therefore an honour for me to
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address you at this Conference with its theme: “Solidarity for peace, justice and
friendship.”459
All of these latest discourses have been addressed directly to developing countries of the
Global South. While the first and the third are addressed within the respective frameworks
of the Group of 77 and the Non-Aligned Movement, the second one is directly addressed to
the president of Indonesia. Strikingly, the rhetoric of solidarity is highly recurrent. This
comes out as being due to a common historical understanding regarding the fight against
apartheid and overall colonization. The use of terms such as “brothers and sisters” testifies
of a strong identification with the Global South.

Finally, these inconsistencies have arguably also brought about a conflicting relationship
with the Western world. As highlighted previously, Mbeki’s will to detach from Western
values has been in tension with a quest for neo-liberal economic growth and a restructuration
of South Africa’s relationship with industrialized countries 460. Hence, leaders’ discourses
contain both appeasing and aggressive postures towards the West:

As the divide between the rich and the poor widens and becomes a serious global
crisis we see an increase in the concentration of economic, military, technological
and media power. Something is wrong when many Africans traverse, on foot, the
harsh, hot and hostile Sahara Desert to reach the European shores. Something is
wrong when walls are built to prevent poor.461
South Africa has always criticised the permanent members of the Security
Council for remaining silent on the need for complete disarmament and for being
selective regarding which cases of proliferation by States the Security Council
addresses.462
It is important also to dialogue with the West, so that they invest in our youth.
They must contribute to the skilling of our youth.463
Let us continue to work together to cleanse the future of the past, to ensure that
the problems between the world's people can be solved through dialogue and
negotiations.464
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The same democratic principles inform both SA and US policy formulation and
actions. […]Bilateral relations have reached a level of maturity that enables us to
non-antagonistically tackle differences that might arise in multilateral
institutions.465
What is here apparent is that the Western World is depicted both as competitor and
associate. While on the one hand South African officials tend to criticize the West in regard
to migration and imperialist postures, they nonetheless put a high emphasis on the
importance of dialogue, negotiation and cooperation.
It is therefore apparent in these Leaders’ discourses that elements testifying of conflicting
ideologies are to be found. The constraints of the apartheid regime have bequeathed
ideological commitments that are often in clash with each other. Not only does the heritage
of Mandela’s high moral grounds disrupt with his successor Mbeki’s reformist and Africanoriented commitments, the latest’s vision of the ‘African Renaissance’ is in prone to
inconsistencies as the advancement of democracy clashes with anti-imperialism and the
prioritization of Africa. Resulting is a relationship that is solidary with the Third World and
ambiguous with the West. Here again, the extracts analyzed seem to acknowledge the
struggle that South Africa undergoes as it is in the attempt of reflecting a new sense of its
national identity, this as there is an open-ended scuffle within and between ideologies.
3. Discourse and Identity construction in the international realm
The last main semantic area analysed is the one of identity construction in the international
realm. As previously underlined, several continental and global pressures account for
discontinuities and contradictions as regard to South Africa’s identification with the
international community 466 . First, a series of continental constraints related to Mbeki’s
‘African solidarity’ have arguably encompassed the moral grounds that South Africa has
sought to advance after the end of apartheid. Second, the larger global environment in which
the country had been reintegrated also had a constraining effect on its foreign policy. Not
only did South Africa find itself cleaved between ethical standings and the safeguarding of
its own economic development, it also acknowledged the changing nature of the global
464
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political environment in the light of the end of the cold war, 9/11 and globalization as
constraints to consistent acting. Accordingly, South Africa has been identified in several and
often contradicting manners by the international community in a broad sense, leading to
confusion in regard to its foreign policy identity.
First, the matter of continental constraints is related to the fact that Mbeki’s ‘African
Renaissance’ has associated African Unity and self-sufficiency to external and especially
Western non-interference. While most of the decisions analysed within the UN Security
Council are related to unity with human-right abusive regimes, the prioritization of solidarity
politics towards a “continental consensus” can be regarded as a restraint towards South
Africa’s presumably strong commitment to ethics. While this latest commitment has been
identified while uncovering Mandela’s heritage of ‘ethics and idealism’, the strong
commitment to African unity, solidarity and sovereignty can be exposed by deepening
research into the following extracts:

The AU is also grappling with the challenge of how to accelerate the political and
economic integration of our continent. Whereas all agree on the ultimate goal of
a united Africa, the vexed question of “how” remains. […] we are all Africans,
and have a common interest in the independence of Africa.467
South Africa's political vision is predicated on the reality that our fortunes are
inextricably linked to those of our continent468
The assertion of an identity against colonial oppression, discrimination and
exclusion […] is rooted in the African Renaissance. […] builds a movement of
solidarity fully capable of challenging both the negative impact of colonialism on
the African identity and of challenging Afro-pessimism. […]The simple phrase
"We are our own liberators!" is the epitaph on the gravestone of every African
who dared to carry the vision in his or her heart of Africa reborn.469
What mainly comes out of these latest sentences is that the ‘African Renaissance’ is highly
embedded in a vision of African solidarity/unity and especially of an African Identity.
Although the Pan-Africanist nature of Mbeki’s ideology has previously been analyzed, the
feature of identity that is prominent here brings a new perspective as it highlights the
constraining effects of an African renewal. All three figures here considered indeed make an
emphasis on the belonging to the African Continent. As importantly, both Dlamini Zuma
467
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and Aziz Pahad use a rhetoric that is strongly linked to self-determination and anticolonialism. This is all the more meaningful as it underlines the erection of boundaries
between ‘self’ and ‘other’ as developed in the ‘Theoretical Approach’ part 470 . One can
indeed witness a process of “othering” that differentiates Africa from the rest of the World.
This process combined with the reformist orientations and western hostile postures analyzed
in the previous part arguably seem to accentuate the infringement to moral grounds that
characterize South Africa’s first tenure in the United Nations Security Council.

Second, the question of global constraints brings about a tension between ethical standings
often based on socialist principles and the advancement of South Africa’s own economic
needs through the promotion of neo-liberal principles. Mbeki’s government indeed
embraced ‘second generation’ economic and social rights while at the same time committing
to the country’s economic development 471 . Therefore, a tension between ethics/socialism
and pragmatic embracement of neo-liberal discourse can be uncovered from the following
excerpts:
In January 1987, the late President of the ANC, Oliver Tambo […] said: “[…]
our starting point is what any economy should serve - the people. The economy
should be so handled that the wealth is equitably distributed.” It is precisely to
redress this glaring injustice that we have put in place what we have deliberately
entitled Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment472
President Mbeki speaking at the ILO said “poverty constitutes the deepest and
most dangerous structural fault in the contemporary world economy and global
societies. […] Logically, this means that the correction of this fault has to be at
the centre of the politics, policies and programmes of our thinking. We seek to
change this structural fault in conditions of the accelerated pace of
globalisation. As you are aware, key characteristics of globalisation have been
the liberalisation of international trade, the expansion of FDI, mass crossborder financial flows […].473
The first extract directly refers to a commitment to equitable wealth redistribution. Although
dating from 19th September 2006 and being prior to South Africa’s seat within the UNSC, it
is relevant as it enables to grasp the activist role that the country as sought to achieve in
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pushing towards socialist principles. Moreover, the second extract from 13th November 2007
contains elements that permit to perceive an engagement towards global wealth
redistribution. Interestingly, it also directly refers to what has previously been referred to as
a misconception, the belief in the compatibility of this ambition with the neo-liberal
tendencies of globalization.

This latest assessment offers a gateway towards the second constraining effect of the global
environment on South Africa’s foreign policy. While globalization, the “post-cold war era”
and the aftermath of events such as the attacks of 11th September 2011 and the U.S. invasion
of Iraq have decidedly altered the larger global environment, South Africa has explicitly
acknowledged them as being at the least constraining:
[…] we are acutely conscious that the world has fundamentally changed since
the end of the Cold War and the terrorist attacks against the USA on the 9th of
September 2001. […]The events of the last ten years have not resolved but
sharpened the challenges of our unjust world economy, world order and
contempt for human rights and the rule of law.474
In 1994 when democratic South Africa joined the international community we
were confronted with an international paradigm that had been fundamentally
restructured.
This was, inter alia, characterised by the: ‘Collapse of socialism so starkly
manifested by the fall of the Berlin Wall’; and ‘The unprecedented spread of
globalisation.’ As the world sought to come to grips with the new very complex
and uncertain international political and economical world order we were
confronted by the terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001 against United States targets.
This led to a marked shift in UN foreign policy and had a further profound
impact on international relations.475
In these latest extracts, Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad recognizes the importance that global
realities have taken as highly decisive in regard to South Africa’s foreign policy. In the first
dating from 23rd May 2007, Pahad acknowledges that these have had a constraining effect in
areas related to the world economy, world order, human rights and rule of law. In the
second extract, the Minister makes an emphasis on the complexity and uncertainty of a new
world order. As importantly, he iterates that these changes have caused a shift in UN foreign
policy and international relations.
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Finally, the synthesis of all the latest contradictions, ambiguities and constraints analysed
have arguably led to confusion regarding South Africa’s foreign policy identity. As detailed
previously, some scholars view the country as an “emerging middle power”476 while others
view it as a “regional hegemon” 477 . For the first, South Africa would promote global
cooperation and seek influence in multilateral decision-making in organizations such as the
UN while at the same time struggling with the consolidation of democratic norms and
practices. For the second, South Africa would be “part of a delineated region, connected to
it culturally, economically and politically, influence its identity and affairs, define its
security and aspire to provide it with leadership, […] act as a representative and be
recognized as such in regional and international quarters”478. While elements confirming
both these depictions are to be found in the previously mentioned extracts, the following
ones further support this ascertainment:

I t is clear that we need a significant advance in the multilateral negotiations if
we want to build a more inclusive, flexible and environmentally effective climate
regime under the United Nations.479
We wish to reiterate our belief in the centrality of the United Nations. In the
Millennium Declaration we reaffirmed that the United Nations “is the
indispensable common house of the entire human family, through which we will
seek to realise our universal aspirations for peace, cooperation and
development. […] we reaffirm that South Africa […] shall indeed continue to be a
trusted and dependable partner in the common endeavour to strengthen our
institutions of multilateralism.480
I think it is important to say, from a British point of view, our governments are
joined by strong, shared values as well as strong historical links […] because we
are both conscious of South Africa as a leading member of the African Union
and Britain as a leading member of the European Union.481
The first two extracts here presented tend to sustain the vision of South Africa being an
“emerging middle power”. Both Aziz Pahad and Dlamini Zuma make an emphasis on the
advancement of multilateral cooperation. Their moreover refer to the United Nations as
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being the ‘central’ and ‘indispensable’ forum for achieving universal negotiations.
Nonetheless, the third extract sustains the “regional hegemon” depiction of South Africa.
What is here striking is that the Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom David Miliband
recognizes the South African country as a key representative of the African Union, hence
supporting the examined definition of what makes a “regional hegemon”. These findings
support the assertion of South Africa displaying signs of several and sometimes
contradictory “archetypes” of foreign policy identity.

What has been depicted is a double ascertainment. First, the arguments supporting the idea
of several international constraints both at a continental and larger global level are to be
found within leaders discourses. While the commitment to an ‘African Identity’ turns out to
undermine the moral grounds that South Africa had sought to advance, there are clear
evidences of the belief in the compatibility of socialist ambitions with the neo-liberal
tendencies of globalization. South Africa has also turned out to explicitly acknowledge the
latest decades’ major events as leading to a new globalized world order that is at the least
confusing. Second, the discourses analysed give evidence supporting at least two
“archetypes” of foreign policy identity. It is indeed possible to find discursive elements
coinciding both with the depiction of the country being an “emerging middle power” and a
“regional hegemon”. It is therefore possible to assert that international constraints resulting
from the post-apartheid transition and multiple supranational identity depictions do find
expression in leaders’ discourses.

d. Conclusive Discussion
The latest analysis has enabled to discern different identity struggles on different identity
levels in the discourses of South African Elites. The used approach as sought to circumvent
considering identity as a ‘property’ that is cohesive and stable in characterizing a given
group in time.

Rather, it has aimed at considering tensions, inconsistencies and re-

elaborations of national identity within a community482. It is in regard to this understanding
that the identity struggles previously theorized as to be found within conflicting social
identities, conflicting ideologies, and within constraints and ambiguous considerations at the
international level have been uncovered in discourse by the use of Critical Discourse
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Analysis. Howsoever, several questionings seem to arise from this investigation and are to
be clarified. First, one may deliberate about the advancement of a qualitative paradigm and
method over a quantitative one such as Content Analysis. Second, a doubt still persists about
the causal relationship between the depicted identity struggles and South Africa’s
multilateral ambiguities within the UN Security Council. Finally, the validity of the use of
what can be described as a single-case study could be put into question. The intent will here
be to clarify these cross-examinations.

To begin with, the use of Critical Discourse Analysis undoubtedly embodies a range of
advantages and disadvantages. CDA indeed has relevance and practical application in the
case here studied as it is context specific483. It has also arguably provided a positive critique
of the identification phenomenon studied as understanding the function of discourse and
language permits positive change484. Nonetheless, using Critical Discourse Analysis implies
to keep in mind that meaning is never determined and all things are open to negotiation and
interpretation. It is therefore that CDA is a deconstructing but also interpretative reading485.
It is also with this understanding that a reasonable degree of empathy has arguably enabled
to sharpen the analysis 486 . Hence, this “subjectivity” can bring about a critique of the
methodology here used. Claims can easily be made that analysing discourse involves one’s
own perceptions and subjective interpretation to the reading of a text487. This critique would
justify the use of a method and paradigm that are rather quantitative. Nonetheless, and as
defended by Karin Fierke, the distinction between ‘objective quantification’ and ‘subjective
interpretation’ tends to blur with the analysis of a large number of texts488. As the data set is
here of more than fifty speeches, it is my argument that the analysis has focused on shared
language practices that have recurred among them and among different actors. While I have
exercised some interpretation by focusing on specific groups of words, these still belong to a
grammar of categories that have emerged across the written discourses. Moreover, CDA’s
basic assumption that language is a social practice that shapes reality for its users has been
483
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highly relevant for this study, as representations are thus to be considered central to the
study of nation formation 489 . Finally, CDA does not consider words to have the same
meaning each time they are expressed, as meaning is bound by context. This is a
considerable difference with quantitative methods, as the intersubjective meaning of
statements is determined by a broader text490. This reasserts the importance of an extensive
contextualization, as Critical Discourse is arguably also about the daily conduct in which
actors engage to make their way in the social world491. It is therefore my view that despite its
limitations, the use of Critical Discourse Analysis has had high relevance, as discursive
representations from South African Elites have permitted to re-imagine an unsettled South
African national identity.

Furthermore, a cross-question still arises about the linkage between the uncovered identity
struggles and South Africa’s foreign policy, and more peculiarly its controversial
multilateral decisions within the UNSC in 2007 and 2008. It is therefore first important to
keep in mind that Critical Discourse Analysis does not furnish absolute answers to a precise
problem492. Rather, “it enables us to understand the conditions behind a specific problem
and make us realize that the essence of that problem and its resolution lie in its assumptions,
the very assumptions that enable the existence of that problem”493. In this sense, CDA aims
at exploring the usually opaque relationships between discursive practices (here identity
related) and wider social relations, structures and processes (here ambiguous acting within
the UN Security Council). Although CDA proves to have a significant blind-spot, the
intention is not to provide clear-cut answers but rather to approach and think about a
problem494. Moreover, according to Ole Waever, the primary motive is to deliver the wellstructured and coherent constraints that have been missing in Foreign Policy Analysis by
focussing on the structures and discourses that organize it. Consequently, the controversial
decisions considered must be linked to the analysed identity struggles as “overall” policies
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rather than individually495. Arguably, what enables to establish a link between the South
African unsettled national identity and multilateral decisions within the UNSC is that there
is sufficient pressure from the structures for these to follow a pattern of inconsistency. It is
therefore that the general structure of South Africa’s national identity unsettlements
constitutes a core structure that enables to make sense of the country’s multilateral
ambiguities.

Nonetheless, two points are to be clarified in regard to this assertion. First, the focus that has
been made on leading political actors’ discourses follows the logic of what Waever calls a
‘biais’ towards these texts496. Because the focus is on the construction of foreign policy from
a discourse analysis perspective, concentrating on texts from South African leaders has most
likely permitted to grasp all dominant positions that define the identity related structures.
Second, what the same author mentions as ‘the opposite burden of evidence’ has arguably
permitted to grasp the entirety of the identity struggles considered. This latest concept
corresponds to the idea that the analysis as reached an ‘enough’ threshold, as one should be
able to read a text through the discursive structure that has been constructed497. It is in the
light these latest reasons that the uncovered identity struggles of South Africa are to be
considered as shaping an unsettled national identity that is rooted in a causal relationship
towards the country’s controversial multilateral decisions as a whole. Nonetheless, and
because CDA does not aim at providing definite answers, caution is required as separate
ideas and interests have certainly also had role to play in determining multilateral
decisions 498 . These have arguably been all the more specific in regard to each decision
considered individually. To quote someone in the opposite bench concerning South Africa’s
government’s UN Security Council voting record in May 2007: “The Department of foreign
affairs gave all sorts of technical reasons why they voted as they did. The minister (DlamniZuma) and the department know that international politics is mostly about perceptions and
that technical reasons are not understood or appreciated”499. While the main hypothesis of
this thesis tends to be confirmed, South Africa’s unsettled national identity as determinant
towards foreign policy and multilateral decisions is however to be weighed as a nonabsolute nor definite answer. Although it does not offer a complete fulfilling of the
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shortcomings in the understanding of South Africa’s multilateral inconsistencies, it is
nonetheless highly substantial.
Finally, having analysed South Africa’s uncertain national identity in regard to its
multilateral inconsistencies within the UNSC assertively stands out as a single-case study.
Although several decisions have been taken into account, the inquiry has been narrowed to a
study of South Africa’s first two-year rotational seat within the institution. Therefore,
criticism could be formulated in regard to the use of such a method. Working on this very
issue has been Bent Flyvbjerg, who has corrected several common misunderstandings about
case-study research 500 . By doing so, he has demonstrated that case-study is not only a
sufficient but also necessary method for specific important research tasks in the domain of
social sciences. It is arguably a method that maintains pertinence when compared to
different ones in the spectrum of social science research methodology 501 . Among the
common misunderstandings he has worked on, it seems important to mention the commonly
spread idea that the case study method contains a bias toward verification. This ‘verification
bias’ is to be understood as the idea that the researcher’s preconceived notions would have a
tendency to be pre-confirmed by the method, hence leading to a study having doubtful
scientific value502. This supposition has been dismantled by Flyvbjerg, who argues that case
study has its own rigor, as strict as the one of quantitative methods. This is all the more
emphasized by the fact that it has a tendency to lead to a falsification rather than verification
of pre-conceived assumptions and hypotheses that therefore need to be revised. It is
moreover in the author’s view that the issues of bias towards verification and subjectivism
generally applies to other qualitative methods503. Nonetheless, the single-case study offers a
proximity to reality that arguably reveals more information. The choice of analysing South
Africa’s unsettled national identity regard UNSC multilateralism during the given period can
be here described as a paradigmic case, understood as a case that reveals more
characteristics of the studied issue. Because there is no standard for the selection of such a
case, a certain degree of intuition is required504. Therefore, resorting to a single-case study
arguably did not contain a greater bias toward verification of the preconceived identityrelated notions than other methods of inquiry. Its ‘paradigmic’ nature has nonetheless been
500
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revealed by the analysis and has permitted to have a fuller understanding of South Africa’s
identity struggles.

Hence, four main assertions can be made from the latest discussion. First, Critical Discourse
Analysis has been relevant in grasping the way in which discursive representations from
South African Elites have permitted to re-imagine an unsettled South African national
identity. Second, the national-identity related discourses have permitted to form a “core
structure” of identity unsettlement that enables to approach South Africa’s multilateral
ambiguities as a whole. Third, this structure has revealed to be a non-absolute but
nonetheless highly substantive answer to the country’s controversial multilateral behaviour.
Finally, the resort that has been made to a single-case study arguably did not lead to a bias
toward verification and enabled to better grasp the inquired national-identity scuffles. While
South Africa has been re-elected for a second two-year rotational seat in the UN Security
Council for 2011-2012, the limited time and resources allocated for accomplishing this
thesis have not enabled to deepen examination into the subject. Whilst this second tenure has
in many ways been a continuation of the irregularities of the first, it was nonetheless played
out in a different geopolitical environment505. It is however my view that such an inquiry
would have not been pertinent without an extensive investigation regarding South Africa’s
first tenure of 2007-2008.

General Conclusion
The purpose of this research has been to answer to the hypothesis that South Africa’s
multilateral inconsistencies within the Security Council between 2007 and 2008 are related
to numerous and heterogeneous identity struggles inherited from the post-apartheid
democratic transition, resulting in a blurry and still unsettled national identity. It had indeed
been brought up that very little literature existed regarding the ‘rationale’ of South Africa’s
commitment to multilateralism and related implications. To attest of the main hypothesis,
the inquiry has been following a structure that has enabled to come to a cautious but
nonetheless clear-cut conclusion.
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First, confronting realist and constructivist accounts within the framework of the
“rationalist-constructivist metatheoretical debate” has enabled to assess the more meaningful
insight that constructivism allows506. Although a combination of realist and constructivist
explanations is sometimes relevant within a given situation, the deficiencies of a realist
reading did here not authorize such a “concurring” logic ordering 507 . As such, the
democratic transition that occurred in South Africa has been considered to have had an
impact on both the domestic and international defining of the country. Because rationalist
accounts would not consider a country to redefine its interests or introspective
understandings, the constructivist paradigm arguably enabled to facilitate the comprehension
of South Africa’s behavior as it has been revealed to be still wrestling with its own identity
construction. Moreover, this theoretical demonstration has enabled to define Critical
Discourse Analysis as main methodology. As it is generally considered to be the dominant
approach to the study of national identity, it has also been at the basis of justifying two-fold
investigation. Because CDA is heterogeneous, multifarious and derived from several
theoretical backgrounds, it has called for a comprehensive conceptual and historical
investigation at the expense of a shorter analytical part.

Second, dedicating a part to the study of identity in South Africa has permitted to grasp the
importance that the very concept has taken in social sciences. Defining ‘identity’ through an
extensive literature review has moreover allowed to perceive the importance of ‘national
identity’ in the given case. Staying in a constructivist line, this national identity has been
considered for South Africa as the result of the interaction of identity struggles on different
levels. In this line, three main dimensions inherited from the post-apartheid democratic
transition have been identified and investigated. First, the conflicting social identities
resulting from an identification process still based on race and ethnicity in the “new South
Africa” have been underlined as determinant. Second, going in depth of conflicting
ideologies has highlighted a double contradiction. Not only did the heritage of Mandela’s
“transformist idealism” turn out to clash with Mbeki’s “reformist ideology”, the latest’s
‘African Renaissance’ has also proven to be in itself inconsistent508. Finally, South Africa’s
identification process in the international realm has revealed to be ambiguous as it as shown
several ‘archetypes’ of foreign policy identity. In the light of the later developments, it has
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been demonstrated that memory, history, norms, institutions, interests and ideas play a
prominent role in the shaping of South Africa’s national identity, as domestic and
international influences have shaped its behaviour and attitudes.
Furthermore, devoting a section to a deep understanding of South Africa’s multilateral
commitment and to the country’s most emblematic controversial positions within the UN
Security Council has permitted to incorporate the considered case study. It has indeed been
highlighted that South Africa has endorsed a strong commitment to multilateralism that was
highly informed by the place that ‘sovereignty’ and ‘regionalism’ have found in a post-Cold
War and post-9/11 globalizing world. Nonetheless, the moral foundations of this
commitment have been seen to be brought into question during the country’s first term as
non-permanent member of the UNSC. Not only did South Africa’s strategic foreign policy
orientations turn out to unveil an incoherent and unprincipled practice of multilateralism, it
also found expression within several controversial decisions, as South Africa turned out to
become a manifestly recalcitrant member of the Council. Most emblematic of these were the
decisions regarding Myanmar, Iran, Sudan and Zimbabwe. It has been found that in all four
cases, South Africa sided with authoritarian and illiberal regimes, thereby being accused of
betraying its own human rights struggle and the strategies and abuses that had enabled it to
free itself from its apartheid mistreatments. In the end, it has been established that the
instability of South Africa in its commitment to the prescriptive aspects of liberal principles
have brought it to act inconsistently and out of character.

Finally, consecrating a last part to the application of Critical Discourse Analysis has enabled
to establish a relation between South Africa’s post-apartheid unsettled national identity and
its inconsistent form of multilateralism during its first tenure in the United Nations Security
Council. Working on a data set of 53 speeches from South African and exogenic leaders has
indeed permitted to uncover the previously theorized identity struggles. Hence, it has been
proven that the semantic areas of conflicting social identities, conflicting ideologies and
uncertain identity formation in the international realm all are present within the latest texts.
This has been followed by a discussion in order to highlight possible objections and
limitations in verifying the main hypothesis. It has therefore first been possible to point out
that Critical Discourse Analysis did have the highest degree of relevance for this research
despite its limitations. Moreover, recurring to a single-case study has been proven not to
necessarily contain a ‘bias towards verification’ despite a certain degree of subjectivity as it
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is of a ‘paradigmic’ nature509. Most importantly, it has been demonstrated that the nationalidentity related discourses that have been analysed have enabled to from a “core semantic
structure” of identity unsettlement that has permitted to offer a non-absolute but nonetheless
highly meaningful explanation for South Africa’s ambiguous multilateral behaviour as a
whole.

What has consequently been demonstrated in this thesis is that the main hypothesis can be
cautiously validated. What is apparent is that the identity struggles that have been theorized
are to be found in the considered speeches that are analogous to South Africa’s very
controversial multilateral behaviour in the United Nations Security Council during its 20072008 tenure. While the indications of a causal relationship between an unsettled national
identity and multilateralism have revealed to be relevant and substantial, they did
nonetheless not provide a definitive answer. Identity has here been considered as a window
and has provided a specific angle in the understanding of the country’s foreign policy
decisions. Hence, and despite its explanatory value vis-à-vis the practice of South Africa’s
multilateralism, the analysed identity struggles offer a qualitative paradigm that is not to be
considered as an exclusive determinant. While constructivism has been pointed out as most
relevant for this research, national interest can indeed be looked upon as a construction
fostered by a dual process of interpellation and articulation and of representations of
international politics 510 . Nonetheless, purposely leaving materialist accounts out has not
been done in order to exclude their explanatory value. These accounts would have arguably
lacked of congruity in uncovering the qualitative dimensions that makes ‘multilateralism’
distinct in its definition511.

Therefore, and because the unsettled national identity that South Africa has inherited from
apartheid has been uncovered as a significant explanatory factor towards its ambiguous form
of multilateralism in the UNSC, future research could help uncover the ways in which
identity plays a prominent role as determinant of foreign policy behaviour. As the concept
has taken gradual importance in social sciences in recent years, uncovering a reciprocal
influence between domestic and international factors in the shaping of South Africa’s
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national identity offers a promising avenue for upcoming research. Light could further be
thrown on the complex interaction between subnational and supranational identities in the
process of national identity formation.
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Annexes
Annex 1: Data Set of Empirical Sources for Critical Discourse Analysis
Source: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/index.html (International relations and cooperation
section of the Department of International Relations and Cooperation of the Republic of
South Africa).
 The following speeches are classified by chronological order.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Mbeki, Thabo: 2006 Speech of the President of South Africa, , at the Africa-America
Institute Gala: New York, 19 September 2006.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2006/mbek0919a.htm
2. Van der Merwe, Sue: Address by Deputy Minister Sue van der Merwe on the occasion of
United Nations Day, 24 October 2006, Diplomatic Guest House, Pretoria:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2006/merw1024.htm
3. Zuma, Dlamini: "The United Nations in the 21st Century - London School of Economics
and Political Science, 25 October 2006: Speech by Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Republic of South Africa.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2006/dzum1025.htm
4. Department of foreign Affairs of South Africa: South Africa assumes Non-Permanent
Seat on UN Security Council, 2nd January 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0102.htm
5. Zuma, Nkosazana Dlamini: Statement by the Foreign Minister of the Republic of South
Africa H. E. Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, Chair of the Group of 77 on the Occasion of the
Handing over Ceremony of the Chairmanship of the Group of 77, New York, 10 January
2007: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0111.htm
6. Jintao, Hu: Enhance China - Africa Unity and Cooperation To Build a Harmonious World
--- Speech at University of Pretoria, South Africa, Hu Jintao, President of the People's
Republic of China, Pretoria, 7 February 2007.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/jintao0207.htm
7. Mbeki, Thabo: State of the Nation Address of the President of South Africa: Joint Sitting
of Parliament, February 9, 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbek0209.htm
8. Zuma, Dlamini Nkosozana: Address by Minister of Foreign Affairs at the State of the
National Debate, The National Assembly, Cape Town, 13 February 2007.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0213.htm
9. Mbeki, Thabo: Response of The President of South Africa to the debate on the State of
the Nation Address - National Assembly, Cape Town, 15 February 2007.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbek0216.htm
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10. Department of foreign Affairs of South Africa: Conclusion of 6th South Africa - Russia
Joint Inter-Governmental Committee on Trade and Economic Co-Operation, 22nd February
2007.: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0223.htm
11. Zuma, Dr. Knosazana Dlamni: Opening Remarks by the South African Minister of
Foreign Affairs at Human Rights Seminar, Pretoria, 26 February 2006:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0227.htm
12. Kumalo Dumisani: Statement by H.E. Ambassador Dumisani Kumalo of South Africa to
the United Nations Security Council on 'Co-Operation Between the Security Council and
International Organisations in the Implementation of Resolutions 1540 (2004) and 1673
(2006)', 23 February 2007.: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/media0228a.htm
13. Zuma Dlamini: Minister Dlamini Zuma's statement on South Africa's ascendancy to the
Presidency of the UN Security Council, 1st March 2007.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0301.htm
14. South African Government Statement on the current situation in Zimbabwe, 13th March
2007: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/zim0314.htm
15. Pahad, Aziz: Statement by Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad at the General Debate during the
7th Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional
Co-operation (IOR-ARC), Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, 7 March 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/paha0314.htm
16. De Lange, Johnny: Statement by Adv Johnny De Lange, MP South African Deputy
Minister for Justice and Constitutional Development to the High-Level Segment of the
Human Rights Council, Geneva, 12 March 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/lang0314.htm
17. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Minister Dlamini Zuma to Address UN
Security Council, 25th March 2007: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0326.htm
18. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Minister Dlamini Zuma to depart for UN
Security Council, 26th March 2007: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0326a.htm
19. Zuma, Dlamini: Statement to the United Nations Security Council by Minister Dlamini
Zuma, President of the Security Council, on the Relationship between the United Nations
and Regional organisations, in particular the African Union 28 March 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0329.htm
20. Zuma, Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini: Keynote Address by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
South Africa, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma at the National Consultative Conference on the
African Diaspora, Johannesburg, 17 April 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0418.htm
21. SABC Africa Interview with President Thabo Mbeki regarding Sudan / Darfur and
South Africa - France, 13 April 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbek0419.htm
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22. Zuma, Nkosazana Dlamini: Statement by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic
of South Africa, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, at the Opening of the Plenary of the Nuclear
Suppliers Group, Cape Town, 19 April 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0423.htm
23. Minty, A.S.: Statement by Ambassador A.S. Minty, as Delivered on 1 May 2007 at the
First Session of the Preparatory Committee for the 2010 Review Conference of the Parties to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, Being Held in Vienna, Austria
from 30 April to 11 May 2007.: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/npnw0501.htm
24. Pahad, Aziz: Towards An African Identity Characterized by Peace, Democracy And
Development Through Partnerships by Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad, Durban, 23 May 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/paha0524.htm
25. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: South African Government Statement on
the UN Security Council Vote Regarding Lebanon, 30th May 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0531.htm
26. Themba Skweyiya, Z. S.: Speech by the Minister of Social Development of the Republic
of South Africa, Dr Zola Sidney Themba Skweyiya delivered on behalf of Dr Nkosazana
Dlamini Zuma at the Commemorative Dinner marking the 90th Anniversary of the Sinking
of the Troopship SS Mendi, London, 19 July 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/skweyiya0720.htm
27. Mbeki, Thabo: Address of the President of the South Africa at the 38th Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association - Africa Region Conference (CPA), Cape Town 27 July 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbek0727.htm
28. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Pretoria - The South African
Government welcomes the unanimous adoption by the UN Security Council on Tuesday 31
July of a resolution establishing the AU/UN Hybrid Operation for Darfur in Sudan. 1st
August 2007.: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/unsc0801.htm
29. Zuma, Nkosozana Dlamini: Keynote Address by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr
Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma at the Graduation of Diplomatic Trainees,
Presidential Guesthouse, Pretoria, 30 August 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum0830.htm
30. Mbeki, Thabo: Address by President of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki, at the 62nd session
of the United Nations' General Assembly, New York, 25th September 2007.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbek0925.htm
31. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Deputy Minister van Der Merwe
Summons Myanmar Ambassador to Express South Africa’s Concern at Developments in the
Country, 29th September 2007.: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/2007/myan0929.htm
32. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Remarks by Ministers Nkosazana
Dlamini Zuma and Jan Kubis at the UN Security Sector Reform workshop, 7th November
2007: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/dzum1107.htm
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33. Pahad, Aziz: Speech by Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad to the Business South African and
US Corporate Council on Africa Meeting, Tuesday 13 November 2007, Johannesburg:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/paha1115.htm
34. Mbeki, Thabo: Speech of the President of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki, at the Africa EU
Summit Meeting: Lisbon, Portugal, 8-9 December 2007:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2007/mbeki1210.htm
35. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Notes following briefing to media on
South Africa’s Tenure on the United Nations Security Council by Chief Director Xolisa
Mabhongo Media Centre, Union Buildings, Pretoria hursday 24 January 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/mabho0124.html
36. Kumalo DS: Statement in Explanation of Vote by Ambassador DS Kumalo of South
Africa at the United Nations Security Council Vote on Non-Proliferation (Iran Resolution) 3
March 2008: http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/kuma0306.html
37. Mbeki: Thabo: Toast Remarks of the President of the Republic of South Africa, Thabo
Mbeki, at the State Banquet in honour of the President of the Republic of Indonesia, Dr
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono: Tshwane, 17 March 2008.:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/mbek0318a.html
38. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Notes following Briefing on South
Africa’s Presidency of the UN Security Council by Ambassador George Nene, Wednesday 2
April 2008, Union Buildings, Pretoria:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/nene0402.html
39. Zuma, Dlamini: Minister Dlamini Zuma during the Seminar to Celebrate the Occasion of
the South Africa-China 10 Year Celebrations of Diplomatic Relations, Peoples Republic of
China, Beijin , Wednesday 23 April 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/dzum0423.htm
40. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Transcript copy: Briefing to media on
the UN Security Council by Deputy Director-General Ambassador George Nene, Tuesday
29 April 2008, Union Buildings, Pretoria:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/nene0429.html
41. Mbeki, Thabo: Radio and Television Address to the Nation by the President of South
Africa, Thabo Mbeki, on the occasion of Africa Day, 25 May 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/mbek0525.html
42. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Notes following Signing of Declaration
of Intent between South Africa and the Governments of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway
and Sweden Partnerships in Africa, Union Buildings, Pretoria, Monday 9 June 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/paha0609.html
43. Van der Merwe, Sue: Congratulatory Remarks by Deputy Minister Sue van der Merwe,
on the occasion of the 232nd Anniversary of the Independence of the United States of
America, Waterkloof Ridge, Pretoria, 3 July 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/merwe0703a.html
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44. Department of Foreign Affairs of South Africa: Notes on Conclusion of South Africa –
United Kingdom Bilateral Forum, Presidential Guesthouse, Pretoria, Tuesday, 8 July 2008:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2008/dzuma0709.html
45. Zuma, Dlamini: Minister Dlamini Zuma’s Message on Nelson Mandela’s 90th Birthday.
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Thesis Summary: Multilateralism and Identity: the case of South Africa in
the United Nations Security Council (2007-2008).
 Main hypothesis: “The unsettled identity transformations resulting from the post-apartheid
democratic transition would embody the ‘rationale’ of South Africa’s ambiguous and
inconsistent form of multilateralism within the UNSC between 2007 and 2008”.

Introduction
The following introduction as aimed both at introducing the subject and providing the
premises of a state of the art concerning the matters of South Africa’s identity unsettlements
and multilateral practices.
It has first been highlighted that in January 2007, South Africa became a non-permanent
member of the United Nations Security Council for the first time. The election as a member
could be regarded as an indirect result of the establishment of a democratic government in
May 1994, under the presidency of Nelson Mandela. The country was readmitted within the
UN during that same year. South Africa was indeed argued to have superior moral
leadership on the African continent and in the global multilateral fora. During this mandate,
the country sought to make an emphasis on multilateral diplomacy that it had defended since
the end of apartheid. One of its main goals has been to reassert a rule-based multilateral
system which would constitute the pillar of global governance. South Africa’s diplomats
were entirely aware of the moral weight the country carried internationally, intending to
have an impact on global governance. Nonetheless, many contradictory tendencies arose
during the country’s first two year temporary rotational seat within the organization. The
country has indeed been characterized as being a “moral actor”, but has defended positions
and actions related to human rights in international affairs that have led to consternation and
confusion. Resulting from this was an approach to multilateralism that however engaged and
active led to sharp controversy domestically and on the international scene. South Africa
mainly motivated these decisions by accusing European countries and the United States of
having hegemonic tendencies. However, the academic literature seems remarkably quiet
about what lies behind the country’s commitment to multilateralism and related
implications.
Hence, the main hypothesis goes as follows: “The unsettled identity transformations
resulting from the post-apartheid democratic transition would embody the “rationale” of
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South Africa’s ambiguous and inconsistent form of multilateralism within the UNSC
between 2007 and 2008”. In order to verify the latest, the following thesis has been
structured in four main parts. First, dealing with the rationalist-constructivist debate has
enabled to set constructivism as the main theoretical framework and to set Critical Discourse
Analysis as the main methodology. This also justified a thorough conceptual and historical
inquiry. Second, deepening into the conceptual understandings of ‘identity’ enabled to better
grasp the identity struggles that are preponderant in defining post-apartheid South Africa’s
national identity. Third, exploring the country’s multilateral ambiguities within the UNSC in
regard to its foreign policy commitments have permitted to have a better understanding of
the resulting contradictions and confusion. Finally, recurring to Critical Discourse Analysis
has enabled to set a causal and interdependent relationship between South Africa’s unsettled
national identity and its multilateral practices. The conclusion has been that South Africa’s
unsettled national identity has revealed to be a non-absolute but nonetheless highly
substantive answer to the uncovered controversial multilateral behaviour.
I) Theoretical Approach and Methodology
This part has aimed at defining a theoretical approach and a methodology for the purpose of
the study. It has therefore been divided in two main parts that have each been concerned
with one of the latest.
Theoretical Approach
First, the part dedicated to the theoretical approach has made an emphasis on the most recent
framing of the question of South African national identity struggles in the light of the socalled “rationalist-constructivist metheoretical debate”. On the one hand, three strands of
realism that have a degree of relevance for the inquiry have been presented. These are
classical realism, structural realism and neo-classical realism. The first, best embodied by
Morgenthau, makes an emphasis on the maximization of expected utility. The second makes
an emphasis on systemic factors. Finally, neo-classical realism arguably embodies some inbetween realism and constructivism, as it takes domestic and international factors into
account, considering countries not to be informed only by Realpolitik. It has nonetheless
been pointed out that rationalist accounts do not consider for states to change their
understanding about their interests or about themselves. It is therefore arguable that realism
is at the least tempered by the search for a new national identity of South Africa, as it would
be considered as an amalgam of domestic and exogenous factors. Hence, constructivism has
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been taken into account on the other hand, as it is considered the main contender of
mainstream approaches in international relations. Moreover, two approaches to
constructivism have been accounted for; one identity based and one based on national
political culture. While the strand based on identity has enabled to highlight the way in
which states and other actors can see themselves as reflections of how they are considered
by others, the strand based on political culture has revealed to lack of explanatory value as
South Africa’s political culture is hard to determine. It has finally been revealed that
although both currents had relevance, the realist paradigm lacked of explanatory value in
comparison to the constructivist one. Constructivism arguably allows a more meaningful
insight as South Africa is yet profoundly embedded in the process of wrestling with its
identity construction.
Methodology
Second, the part dedicated to the Methodology has underlined that using a dominantly
constructivist approach enables the use of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a
methodology. It has indeed gained importance in contemporary political science as it places
an emphasis on exploring the links between identity, power and politics. It presupposes for
nations to be produced and reproduced discursively, as it is at the same time a
constructionist, interpretive and qualitative methodology. Most importantly, CDA has been
revealed to be aiming at exploring an often opaque relationship of causality between
discursive practices and the resulting concrete practices within social structures.
Furthermore, this part has brought about a reflection on the use of CDA as a two-fold
approach. It has indeed been highlighted that there are no specific guidelines to follow in the
use of the method. Nonetheless, the fact that it aims at uncovering the way in which reality
is produced has pointed out the need for a heterogeneous and multifarious approach. Hence,
the chronological and historical context has been considered to have to be understood at its
fullest. It is indeed understandable that discourses could not have intrinsic meaning or
constructive effect in themselves if not located historically and socially. These latest
considerations have justified a dualistic method, as the structure of the thesis has given
importance to an extensive conceptual and historical contextualization at the expense of a
slightly shorter analytical part.
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II) Identity in post-apartheid South Africa
This second part has aimed at better grasping the identity struggles that have converged to
form an unsettled national identity in South Africa since the end of apartheid. To do so, three
main sections have been presented. The first explored the understandings of ‘identity’ as a
concept. The second aimed at highlighting the relevance of ‘national identity’ for this
inquiry. The last has finally aimed at theoretically grasping the contemporary evolutions of
South Africa’s identity struggles and related implications.
Defining Identity and its Implications
To begin with, Identity has been extensively defined and contextualized in order to better
grasp the concept. It has therefore been uncovered that what matters in defining identity is
the presence of boundaries between groups rather than the content of a particular identity in
itself. There is hence a distinction between a ‘Self’ and an ‘Other’. Moreover, it has been
unveiled that there are several levels at which identity comes to play. Not only can identities
be institutionalized in States, they are also variable due to changes in the international
context. It has finally been revealed that ‘identity’ is not restricted to the hermitage of the
academia as it has become an important part of the intra-individual process and of the socialpolitical scene. It has therefore been uncovered that globalization has generally had a
disrupting effect on the interface between identity levels. This has also proven to be
especially dangerous for social and political stability in heterogeneous States such as South
Africa.
Relevance of national identity
This second sub-section has aimed at demonstrating the relevance of ‘national identity’ for
the purpose of the inquiry. By focusing on issues of multiculturalism and of international
roles, I first attempted to link internal and external changes to the formation of a national
identity. Then, by going deeper into the way foreign policy is shaped and constrained in a
modern changing world, I aimed at associating it to national identity formation.
First, focusing on multiculturalism has revealed that the multicultural nature of South Africa
is to be taken into account as a constructivist way forward offers promising avenues for
inquiry in linking conflicting social identities and ambiguous foreign policy practices.
Second, by focusing on Role theory, it has been emphasized that the international system,
expectations of States and multilateral treaties are sources for the role prescriptions that are
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assigned and expected from a peculiar State. Finally, taking into account this interplay of a
domestic and international level has shown the relevance of ‘national identity’ has it can be
impacted by changes in society, ideologies and the place a country has in the international
realm. It has thus here been demonstrated that national identity embodies an aggregate of the
interplay of identities on different levels.
The South African Identity struggles
This last part has sought to reveal the identity struggles that South Africa has inherited from
its “post-apartheid democratic transition”. These struggles have been looked upon as
fostered by three dimensions that are conflicting social identities, conflicting ideologies, and
ambiguous considerations from other states and actors at the international level.
1. Discontinuity and conflicting social identities:
It has here been defended that race and ethnicity have not faded away in the social
identification process of the so-called new South Africa. It has thus be argued that South
Africans still rather built their identity around an ethnic and racial dimension rather than
around social classes. It is thus noticeable that South African society remains highly
heterogeneous regarding social identification. Moreover, the impact of social identities
towards the attitudes and behavior of individuals has important consequences towards
intergroup relations, as to political stability and consistency. Social identification is thus to
be taken into account as to apprehend a state’s national identity
2. Discontinuity and conflicting Ideologies:
Here, it has been shown that South African ideologies are the product of peculiar conception
of South African national identity, resulting from an unsettled socio-historical legacy. This
part has permitted to highlight a double contradiction. On the one hand, there is a
discontinuity between Mandela’s “transformist idealism” that is mainly based on ethics and
Mbeki’s “reformist ideology” defending Africa. On the other hand, Mbeki’s ‘African
Renaissance’ in itself is inconsistent, leading South Africa to “argue” with itself on which
vision to defend. At times, there is a prevalence of the “democratic element”, while at
others there is a prevalence of the “anti-imperial and Afrocentric element”. Quite clearly,
there is an ongoing debate within and between ideologies, as South Africa has and is still
attempting to reflect a new sense of its own identity.
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3. Identity construction in the international realm:
What has been depicted here is that as interaction with countries at the continental and
global level matter in the framing of the country’s identity and interests, South Africa can be
argued to display signs of several and sometimes contradictory “archetypes” of foreign
policy identity. The country has been depicted both of an “emerging middle power” and a
“regional” hegemon. Nonetheless, these depictions lack the nuance needed to understand the
different and contradictory levels at which South Africa operates internationally. The
country can be argued to be pulled in different directions due to its layered history,
ideological positioning and competing interests
This whole part has thus demonstrated that subnational identification and competing
ideologies as instruments for national identity formation need to contend not only with
inherent differences but also with the possibility of multiple supranational identities in a
complex world order. It has thus been demonstrated that history, memory, ideas, interests,
norms and institutions all play a prominent role in the shaping of a state’s identity. Both
domestic and international influences seem to shape attitudes and behavior. South Africa, of
a newly democratic character, is seemingly in an ongoing state of tension between the need
for a coherent national identity and the diverging definitions it makes of a “national interest”
on a wide panel of issues.
III) Case study: South African Multilateralism within the UNSC
This third main part has sought to concentrate on ‘multilateralism’ as South Africa’s term as
a member of the United Nations Security Council has highlighted a series of tensions. It has
indeed acted both as a reformer and a conserver. First, there was a tension between a moral
identity and the premises made on South-South solidarity. Second, there was a tension
between a “Western identity orientation” and the bridge position taken between center and
periphery. Most importantly, a tension persisted between an appeasement strategy and an
anti-imperialist posture. This part has been divided in tow sub-sections. The first has
deepended the understandings of South Africa’s commitment to multilateralism while the
second has uncovered its inconsistent acting in the UNSC during its first term as nonpermanent member.
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South Africa’s commitment to Multilateralism
The purpose of this subsection has been to uncover South Africa’s commitment to
multilateralism in the light of to the challenges of a new systemic world (dis)order . First, it
has been highlighted that from a constructivist perspective, states engage in multilateralism
as it enables them to have an active role in the development of important international
norms. It has also been uncovered that states’ recourse to multilateralism has increased in a
world prone to several changes. The context is indeed the one of a post-Cold war, post-9/11
and generally globalizing world. Moreover, it has been uncovered that South Africa’s
commitment to multilateralism is since 1994 considered as a sin qua non international
medium to solve global issues. In this regard, the UN has been considered by the country
has the center of world governance. Nonetheless, the hegemonic nature of the permanent 5
of the Security Council has long been seen by South Africa as a continuation of colonialism
at the detriment of the Global South and Africa. Hence, the country’s election as nonpermanent member for 2007-2008 has been marked by a will to reform the UN Security
Council. Finally, it has been revealed that South Africa hoped for a strengthening of Africa’s
influence in decision making within the Council.
It has thus been argued that South Africa’s commitment to multilateralism has been at the
very least oriented by the place that ‘sovereignty’ and ‘regionalism’ have both taken in a
post-Cold War and post-9/11 globalizing world. The rethinking of these two concepts by
South Africa underpins what some scholars have theorized as a “new hegemonic world”.
South Africa has sought to transform a world based on ‘hegemony’ considered as
‘domination’. It has in this sense a multilateral inclination to promote structural change and
the legitimacy of global governance rather than its efficiency. It has moreover been argued
that the newly democratic regime may have prioritized the form of multilateral fora
(including the UN Security Council) over the substance of their agenda (including human
rights, non-proliferation and other moral high-grounds). While South Africa took a foreign
policy orientation that was based on cooperation rather than coercion, it did not prevent it
from acting in a way that proved to be perceived as ambiguous and ‘confused’. The moral
and ostensible normative foundation of its multilateralism was more than ever put into
question.
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South African ambiguities within the UNSC: 2007-2008
This second part as aimed at uncovering the ambiguities and inconsistencies that
characterized South Africa’s first rotational seat in the UNSC in 2007-2008. To do so, two
aspects of the question have been explored. First, a focus has been made on the country’s
foreign policy orientation. Second, a focus has been made on specific controversial decisions
taken by South Africa during the tenure. Finally, an emphasis has been made on the
departure form liberalism that the decisions have embodied.
First, it has been highlighted that the undertaken foreign policy orientation was contradicting
as “second generation” nationalists considered the mistakes of the earlier nationalist
leadership as the consequence of machinations from ex-colonial powers as well as from the
Cold War bloc oppositions. Three responses have consequently emerged. First, an
appeasement strategy has been adopted. The aim to the international system was mainly
reconciliation with existing power holders in order to win political and economic
concessions. Secondly, the adoption of an aggressive, militant and anti-imperial posture is to
be taken into account. As it is in contradiction with the previous foreign policy strategy, it
makes an emphasis on sovereignty and anti-colonialism. This has also lead to a third
strategic orientation that is the reflection of a cross between pragmatism and principle, with
at its basis the need to reform the global world order. Hence, during its tenure within the
UNSC between 2007 and 2008, South Africa’s practice of the three latest strategic foreign
policy orientations has most certainly unveiled a resulting practice of multilateralism that
has been perceived as unprincipled, incoherent or even arbitrary.
Second, focusing on specific controversial multilateral decisions has unveiled that South
Africa stood out as a decidedly recalcitrant member of the Council as its ploys aimed at
obstructing Western powers from using the Security Council as an “influence extender”. The
four main decisions taken into account were the ones regarding Myanmar, Zimbabwe, Iran
and Sudan. While they all differed in their details, it has nonetheless been uncovered that
South Africa sided with illiberal and authoritarian regimes. This has been motivated on the
grounds that the US, European countries and the “Western World” in general were adopting
a behavior that encouraged a hegemonic posture. Or these countries were violating existing
rules of the UN system by tabling issues in structures that were not appropriate, or they were
targeting specific countries towards which they had hostility. Nonetheless, South Africa
found itself reluctantly accused of betraying its own legacy of human rights struggle, as the
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country arguably opposed the strategies and traditions that had allowed it to free itself from
apartheid abuses. Although South African foreign policy could now be described as rather
anti-imperialist in tenor, it remained highly criticized for being fundamentally hypocritical
and confused.
The unclear and often contradictory normative direction of South Africa’s international
involvement within the UNSC has finally be apprehended by focusing on the country’s
conflictual relationship with liberal principles, both from a subnational and supranational
perspective. It has been uncovered that South Africa has frequently been unstable in its
commitment to liberal principles. The role that national identity construction has towards
these departures from liberalism is not to be neglected as both domestic and international
levels of identification seem to interplay. South Africa had indeed been following a neoliberal script in tone with the economic ties it has with the USA and Europe. Nonetheless,
the country simultaneously aligned with others in search of a “stable, post-liberal social
world”.
IV) Using Critical Discourse Analysis
This las main part has aimed at uncovering the identity struggles that can be found in the
discourses of South Africa’s leaders. The use of Critical Discourse Analysis has enabled to
further explore a relationship of causality between discursive practices linked to a blurry
national identity formation and ambiguous multilateral practices. The part has therefore been
divided in four sections. First, a selection of the empirical sources has meticulously been
made Second, a reflection has been made on the method of analysis. Third, the selected
speeches have been analyzed in order to uncover identity struggles in the previously
uncovered dimensions. Finally, a conclusive discussion has enabled to evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of the latest attempt to answer the main hypothesis.
Empirical Sources
To begin with, a reflection has been made on the selection of empirical sources for the case
study. It has been uncovered that there was a need for a delimitation of time, of genre, and of
space. Therefore, the empirical sources selected have primarily been public discourses
emanating from South African Elites, whilst certain of these include discussions and
statements made by external actors. The discourses considered have been the ones addressed
between the years 2006 and 2008 in a wide range of domestic and international fora, as
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identity can arguably only be grasped by taking into account a broader context than the one
framed by the question.
Method of Analysis
This second section has aimed at advancing Ole Waever’s approach to Critical Discourse
Analysis as relevant for this thesis. It has thus been advanced that it would be relevant to
critically explore patterns of language use and to discern the nature of a constructed national
identity. Moreover, recurring to the subcategory of ‘thematic analysis’ has enabled to
identify relevant categories of themes within the analyzed texts. ‘Themes’ are here to be
considered as a bunch of linked categories transmitting similar meanings and generally
emerging through an inductive analytic process. Each discourse has consequently be read by
keeping in mind a search for identity related arguments. The aim has been to read and
identify arguments that are related to the three dimensions that are conflicting social
identities, conflicting ideologies and identity construction in the international realm. The
analysis has moreover been guided by a search for the articulations presented in the Table on
page 70 of the thesis.
Analysis
This part has presented an analysis of the 53 speeches that have been selected to constitute
the database (available on annex 1 of the thesis). I have here attempted to select the most
salient linguistic fulfilments that embody the key narratives of identity struggles in the
dimensions referred to in the table of the previous part, or what we can call the three main
semantic macro-areas related to national identity construction.
1. Discourse and conflicting Social Identities:
It has here been uncovered that the analyzed speeches have unveiled that race and ethnicity
have not faded away in the social identification process of the so-called new South Africa.
It has been noticeable that over 14 years after the end of apartheid these officials do not only
recognize that South Africans still rather built their identity around an ethnic and racial
dimension but also admit to a certain degree of confusion. This confusion is all the more
accentuated in the light of the duration of the struggle for national cohesion. The effort made
towards inclusion and Nation-building is therefore admitted to be difficult in the light of a
long lasting heterogeneity in the social identification process. Mbeki and Zuma acknowledge
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that regarding society, the post-apartheid ‘democratic transition’ is in many ways merely at
its premises.
2. Discourse and conflicting Ideologies:
It has here been unveiled that the there are discourses testifying of conflicting ideologies.
The constraints of the apartheid regime have bequeathed ideological commitments that are
often in clash with each other. Not only does the heritage of Mandela’s high moral grounds
disrupt with his successor Mbeki’s reformist and African-oriented commitments, the latest’s
vision of the ‘African Renaissance’ is in prone to inconsistencies as the advancement of
democracy clashes with anti-imperialism and the prioritization of Africa. Resulting is a
relationship that is solidary with the Third World and ambiguous with the West. Here again,
the extracts analyzed seem to acknowledge the struggle that South Africa undergoes as it is
in the attempt of reflecting a new sense of its national identity, this as there is an openended scuffle within and between ideologies.
3. Discourse and Identity construction in the international realm:
What has here been depicted is a double ascertainment. First, the arguments supporting the
idea of several international constraints both at a continental and larger global level are to be
found within leaders discourses. While the commitment to an ‘African Identity’ turns out to
undermine the moral grounds that South Africa had sought to advance, there are clear
evidences of the belief in the compatibility of socialist ambitions with the neo-liberal
tendencies of globalization. South Africa has also turned out to explicitly acknowledge the
latest decades’ major events as leading to a new globalized world order that is at the least
confusing. Second, the discourses analysed give evidence supporting at least two
“archetypes” of foreign policy identity. It is indeed possible to find discursive elements
coinciding both with the depiction of the country being an “emerging middle power” and a
“regional hegemon”. It is therefore possible to assert that international constraints resulting
from the post-apartheid transition and multiple supranational identity depictions do find
expression in leaders’ discourses.
Conclusive Discussion
Concluding the analysis by a discussion has here enabled to asses of the strengths and
limitations of the latest inquiry. More specifically, it has aimed at answering several
questioning that had been raised. First, one could deliberate about the advancement of a
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qualitative paradigm and method over a quantitative one such as Content Analysis. Second,
a doubt still persisted about the causal relationship between the depicted identity struggles
and South Africa’s multilateral ambiguities within the UN Security Council. Finally, the
validity of the use of what can be described as a single-case study could be put into question.
These cross-examinations have nonetheless been clarified, has it finally turned out that four
main assertions could be made from the latest discussion. First, Critical Discourse Analysis
has been relevant in grasping the way in which discursive representations from South
African Elites have permitted to re-imagine an unsettled South African national identity.
Second, the national-identity related discourses have permitted to form a “core structure” of
identity unsettlement that enables to approach South Africa’s multilateral ambiguities as a
whole. Third, this structure has revealed to be a non-absolute but nonetheless highly
substantive answer to the country’s controversial multilateral behaviour. Finally, the resort
that has been made to a single-case study arguably did not lead to a bias toward verification
and enabled to better grasp the inquired national-identity scuffles. It had also been
acknowledged that the limited time and resources would have not permitted to deepen an
inquiry into South Africa’s re-election as non-permanent member in the UN Security
Council for 2011-2012.
General Conclusion
The purpose of the research had been to answer to the hypothesis that South Africa’s
multilateral inconsistencies within the Security Council between 2007 and 2008 were related
to numerous and heterogeneous identity struggles inherited from the post-apartheid
democratic transition, resulting in a blurry and still unsettled national identity. It had indeed
been brought up that very little literature existed regarding the ‘rationale’ of South Africa’s
commitment to multilateralism and related implications. To attest of the main hypothesis,
the inquiry had been following a structure that has enabled to come to a cautious but
nonetheless clear-cut conclusion. Hence, after recalling the main structure and reflective
proceeding of the Thesis, the main conclusion has been the main hypothesis can be
cautiously validated. What is apparent is that the identity struggles that have been theorized
are to be found in the considered speeches that are analogous to South Africa’s very
controversial multilateral behaviour in the United Nations Security Council during its 20072008 tenure. While the indications of a causal relationship between an unsettled national
identity and multilateralism have revealed to be relevant and substantial, they did
nonetheless not provide a definitive answer. Identity has here been considered as a window
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and has provided a specific angle in the understanding of the country’s foreign policy
decisions. Hence, and despite its explanatory value vis-à-vis the practice of South Africa’s
multilateralism, the analysed identity struggles offer a qualitative paradigm that is not to be
considered as an exclusive determinant. While constructivism has been pointed out as most
relevant for this research, national interest can indeed be looked upon as a construction
fostered by a dual process of interpellation and articulation and of representations of
international politics. Nonetheless, purposely leaving materialist accounts out has not been
done in order to exclude their explanatory value. These accounts would have arguably
lacked of congruity in uncovering the qualitative dimensions that makes ‘multilateralism’
distinct in its definition. It has finally been acknowledged that light could further be thrown
on the complex interaction between subnational and supranational identities in the process of
national identity formation.
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